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Abstract 

In the actual situation, the Internet activity constantly is growing and changing, it is 

indispensable to design a network that responds better to user needs. As the traffic 

network increases significantly, a good option to improve the optical system is the 

design of Flexible Grid Networks.  

To create optimal networks, it is important explain in detail the concepts of LTD and 

RWA problem. Then we apply this knowledge in the practical part. Also, we have to 

explain some technologies that can help us to understand the concepts of Flexi Grid 

Networks, such as OFDM technology. 

To solve these problems we have created two different algorithm, continuous and 

hybrid EDA, to search the optimal routes in terms of cost and time and design a 

optimal network. We have assessed the algorithms for two different types of 

networks, Full Mesh Topology and Pan European Topology, with 20 and 37 nodes. We 

implemented the code with DEV C++ program, for this reason we have to understand 

the functions and libraries of code. 

Finally, it is shown the main conclusions of the algorithms functioning algorithms, and 

it is discussed which is the best option to design optimal networks. In the results it is 

concluded that the continuous EDA algorithm works better than the hybrid EDA. 
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Resum 

 

Actualment, l'activitat d'Internet constantment està creixent i canviant, és 

indispensable doncs dissenyar una xarxa que respongui millor a les necessitats de 

l'usuari. Com que el tràfic de la xarxa augmenta de forma significativa, una bona opció 

per millorar el sistema òptic seria el disseny de la xarxa de FlexibleGrid. 

Per crear xarxes òptims, és important explicar en detall els conceptes de problemes de 

LTD i RWA. Després apliquem aquest coneixement en la part pràctica. A més, hem 

d'explicar algunes de les tecnologies que ens poden ajudar a entendre els conceptes 

de xarxes Flexible Grid, com la tecnologia OFDM. 

Per resoldre aquests problemes hem creat dos algoritmes diferents, el continuo EDA  i 

híbrid EDA, per buscar les rutes més òptimes en termes de cost i temps, i dissenyar una 

xarxa òptima. Hem avaluat els algoritmes per a dos tipus diferents, la Topologia Full 

Mesh i Topologia Pan European xarxes, amb 20 i 37 nusos. Implementem el codi amb 

el programa Dev C ++, per això hem d'entendre les funcions i biblioteques de codi. 

Finalment, es mostra les principals conclusions del funcionament dels algoritmes, i es 

discuteix quina és la millor opció per al disseny de xarxes òptimes. En els resultats es 

conclou que l'algoritme continua EDA funciona millor que l'híbrid EDA. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1. Motivation and objective 

 

Over time, we have been able to verify that the internet users who use Internet, either 

computers or mobile devices, have considerably increased considerably in recent 

years. There are some studies predicting that the Internet use will increase by double 

in size every 18 months. 

In this scenario, of internet activity constantly growing and changing, it is indispensable 

to design a network that responds better to user needs. It is also important to find 

alternatives in case the users cannot access the path. There are several reasons that 

may prevent users accessing the path, for instance a fail between two network nodes. 

As the network capacity increases significantly, it seems plausible to use technology to 

increase traffic in internet networks. A good option to improve the current optical 

system is the design of Flexible Grid Networks. 

In the following figure it is possible to see a table how have increased Internet users 

between 2002 and 2014: 

 

 

Figure 1: Internet users between 2002 and 2014  

 

The objective of this thesis is to program two versions of Estimation of distribution 

algorithm (EDA) in order to analyse real networks and asses which is the best option 

and which version are more optimized. This program will also make possible to 

determine which is the best network when factors such as costs are considered. In 
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other words, when we create the optimal network the program will determine the 

number of transceivers and fibers that form the network and we will be able to 

determine which is the best option.  

As noted above, in this project we want to program two versions of EDA: algorithm, 

continuous and hybrid EDA. Once performed, we will evaluate the results and discuss 

which program is the best option to design different kind of networks. 

Before running the program we will have determined variable such as the number of 

nodes and the traffic matrix. Later we will design the logical topology (LTD), the set of 

lightpaths; finally, we will analyse the Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) 

problem. To develop this project we will use the program DEV C++, it will allow us to 

implement the code in order to create a new networks with the requirements of the 

EDA algorithm. 

 

1.2. Thesis organization 

 

We have organized the thesis in 6 chapters. In Chapter 2 we focus on discussing the 

background of some concepts in order to contextualize the main topics of this thesis. 

First we will discuss the problems and issues that today we face in the 

telecommunications. Secondly we will focus on discussing specific concepts such as 

optical networks and flexible-grid networks than may contribute to solve the problem. 

We also will analyze the Orthogonal Frequency- Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 

technology, which currently is one of the best options for elastic networks. It offers 

advantages than previous technologies such as WDM has not. Finally, we will briefly 

explain how we must use the program that we will use to develop the algorithm, the 

DEV C++ program. 

Chapter 3 focuses on two main areas: first, we will discuss two problems of optical 

networks: the Logical topology design (LTD) and the Routing and wavelength 

assignment (RWA). In the discussion of these problems we will review concepts such as 

Wavelength conversion. Second, we will discuss a practical example, in which we will 

detail the steps we have followed to create the algorithm, that solves the exposed 

above. 
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Once we have clarified the most important theoretical concepts, in Chapter 4 we will 

focus on the concept of metaheuristics. We will do the theoretical explanation of EDA 

(Estimation of distribution algorithm), the hybrid and continuous EDA. We also will 

show schematically the code that we have done for both algorithms.    

In Chapter 5 we will present numerical results obtained after we have simulated the 

program. We will analyze several networks, of different dimensions, for instance a 

network of 10 or 20 nodes. We want to assess which are the algorithms that work 

better, consequently, we will work with different traffic matrices of a given network 

and we will evaluate them. 

In Chapter 6 we develop our conclusions. The work of this thesis represents the 

starting point for further research. We offer some suggestions and future steps to 

develop research in this line and extend the investigation. 

The document also contains part of the code developed in this project, the code 

related with the EDA algorithm. Only a representative part of all the code 

implemented is shown. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Background 

 

In this chapter, the necessary concepts of optical networks are introduced in order to 

facilitate understanding the main concepts of this thesis.  

 

2.1. Optical Networks 

 

2.1.1. Introduction 

 

As we mentioned, the Telecommunications Industry has to find solutions for problems 

such as the issue of network capacity. The huge increase of internet traffic prevents 

networks from supporting it and functioning properly. Authors such as Rajiv 

Ramaswami, Kumar N. Sivarajan, Galen H. Sasaki, comments that: 

“In 2008 about 55% of the adults in the United States had broadband access at home, 

while only 10% had access through dialup lines of 28–56 kb/s.”[1]  

To this situation we need to add the fact that the use of fiber in home is also 

experiencing a significant change. For instance, in the Asian markets there is a clear 

increase in the demand of this class of device, such as computers, mobile…  

This lack of capacity indicates that there is a large users’ demand and, consequently, 

the Telecommunication Industry needs to make some important changes in the 

current networks. Indeed, the increase of users and traffics compels to search ways to 

increase the capacity of the devices in order to offer users a better quality. 

Although the situation of private users is worrisome the Telecommunication industry 

has a huge impact in other sectors such as the business sphere and private companies.  

In many companies it requires several networks connected between them, forming a 

large network that is composed of all departments of the enterprise. Authors such as 

Rajiv Ramaswami, Kumar N. Sivarajan, Galen H. Sasaki, explains this situation clearly:  

“Large corporations that used to lease 155 Mb/s lines to interconnect their internal 

sites are commonly leasing 1 Gb/s connections today”. [1]  
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Beside the challenges mentioned above the Telecommunications Industry has to face, 

and find solutions, for another kind of issues. For instance, the kind of traffic that users 

send. To understand what we mean by traffic we quote a passage of Optical Networks 

a Practical Perspective:  

“Traffic in a network is dominated by data as opposed to traditional voice 

traffic. In the past, the reverse was true, and so legacy networks were designed 

to efficiently support voice rather than data. Today, data transport services are 

pervasive and are capable of providing quality of service to carry performance 

sensitive applications such as real-time voice and video.” [1] 

In dealing with the future of optical networks, we need to take into account that the 

network growth is related to the cost required to improve these infrastructures. 

Consequently it is important to reduce the cost of developing applications that have 

higher bandwidth. 

To solve these problems, it is indispensable that the Telecommunication Industry 

improve some aspects, such as increasing high-capacity optical networks. 

To understand how networks and telecommunication systems work, it is important to 

discuss the concepts of optical networks and, explore some multiplexing techniques 

and elements of an optical network. We will do so by focusing in the OFDM technique 

because it seems the best strategy in the near future. 

   

2.1.2. Basic concepts 

 

An optical network is a structure formed by optical elements. Each of these elements is 

joined together from optical fiber and at the end of structure there are optical nodes, 

named as Optical Cross Connects (OXC). These elements have the capacity to establish 

and delete optical connections. The optical technology uses a range of frequencies of 

the total Optical Spectrum (OS), and it is measured in Gigahertz (GHz). 

When discussing Optical Networks concept it is important to point out the concepts of 

traffic demand. A traffic demand is a request of bandwidth (or bitrate) to carry a 

specific amount traffic between the source node and the termination node. Usually it 

express in Megabits per second (Mb/s) or Gigabits per second (Gb/s). If the system 

does not have sufficient resources to withstand these conditions- in other words, if 
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there is not enough capacity to support traffic demand- then the demand will become 

blocked (i.e. not served). When all requirements are fulfilled, the connections between 

source and destination are established.  

Optical connections are called lightpaths because they transfer the data transmission 

as a light wave. Optical fibers can carry more than one lightpath at the same time, each 

of them allocated in different parts of the available OS. 

Optical Networks are a technological system that may contribute to solve all the 

problems we have seen above. In addition, Optical Networks are infrastructures that 

allow us to have networks with greater bandwidth capacity in a flexible manner, 

therefore, they ensure service with improved quality for users.  

As a difference with copper wire, when using optical fiber it is possible to obtain some 

benefits than copper wire does not offer.  For instance, with fiber optics, it is possible 

to get higher bandwidth than copper wire. Another important difference between 

copper wire and optical fiber is that the fibers are more resistant to interference that 

may come from electromagnetic effects. It is also a system that contributes to improve 

the transmission over long distances because it does reduce the interferences. 

Consequently, it is a system that contributes to reduce transmission.  

It is important to distinguish between two generations of optical networks: 

- First optical generation, it is an optical fiber system that it is mainly used for 

transmission and to provide capacity in the networks. 

- Second optical generation is an improved system that has routing, switching and 

intelligence in the optical layer. 

 

2.1.3. Multiplexing Techniques 

 

It is also key to rewiew the Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and Time division 

multiplexing (TDM) also called Optical Time Domain Multiplexing (OTDM) techniques. 

It is important to known that one of the main advantages of these techniques are used 

to transmit data at high speeds at lower cost.  

On one hand, Authors such as Rajiv Ramaswami, Kumar N. Sivarajan, Galen H. Sasaki, 

describe TDM as a process that: 
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“TDM is to increase the bit rate. This requires higher-speed electronics. Many 

lower-speed data streams are multiplexed into a higher-speed stream at the 

transmission bit rate by means of electronic time division multiplexing. The 

multiplexer typically interleaves the lower-speed streams to obtain the higher-

speed stream.”[1] 

On the other hand, WDM is defined as a technique very similar to FDM (frequency 

division multiplexing), but the main difference is that FDM is used in radio system and 

WDM in optical communications. The communications engineers studied FDM and 

physicists studied WDM.  

Authors such as Rajiv Ramaswami, Kumar N. Sivarajan, Galen H. Sasaki, offer a great 

definition of this concept. They write:  

“The idea is to transmit data simultaneously at multiple carrier wavelengths 

(equivalently frequencies or colors) over a fiber. To first order, these 

wavelengths do not interfere with each other provided they are kept 

sufficiently far apart. Thus WDM provides virtual fibers, in that it makes a single 

fiber look like multiple “virtual” fiber, with each virtual fiber carrying a single 

data stream“. [1] 

In the following figure we can graphically see the difference between WDM and TDM: 

 

 

 

Figure 2: TDM or OTDM mux [1] 
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Figure 3: WDM mux [1] 

 

2.1.4. Elements of optical networks 

 

The optical networks are formed by different elements. By looking at figure 3 we can 

appreciate that the elements of the optical networks are Optical Cross-Connect (OXC), 

OXC Control Unit and IP/MPLS subnetwork: 

 

Figure 4: Optical network architecture [6] 
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As seen in the figure, a key component in the network is the Optical Cross- 

COnnexts (OXCs). OXCs are devices to transmit information. They are connected via 

fiber links forming a specific mesh topology. In the OXCS there are also lightpaths 

that cross the optical paths in the optical fiber network links. When the 

information is transmitted in any point in the network it suffers conversions. As 

consequence, the structure of the netowrk is very simple in terms of signal 

processing. In this sense, authors such as George N. Rouskas and Harry G. Perros 

note that: 

 “The OXCs provide the switching and routing functions for supporting the logical 

data connections between client subnetworks.”[6]  

Interestingly, OXCs have an input port where the optical signal is injected and in 

the output can switch the signal in output port, regardless of the other signals. 

Author points out this port by writing that:   

“An OXC with N input and N output ports capable of handling W wavelengths 

per port can be thought of as W independent N × N optical switches. These 

switches have to be preceded by a wavelength demultiplexer and followed by a 

wavelength multiplexer to implement an OXC”. [6] 

In the following figure it is possible to see how the OXCs work: 

 

Figure 5: 3x3 OXC with two wavelengths per fiber [6] 
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- UNI(user-to-network interface):  

“Client subnetworks attach to the optical network via edge nodes which provide 

the interface between non-optical devices and the optical core.”[6] 

 

- LSRs(label switching routers): 

“The label switching routers (LSRs) of the two IP/MPLS subnetworks which are 

directly attached to an OXC implement the UNI and may originate or terminate 

lightpaths”. [6] 

- IP/MPLS: 

Protocols used on the network. 

 

2.2. Flexible-Grid Networks 

 

Before to explain the concept of Flexible-Grid Networks, it is necessary to look at the 

Elastic Optical Networks concept. The Elastic Optical Networks are networks than can 

adapt the OS width assigned to each optical connection to the required bandwidth of 

the demands at each time instant. An important difference between the Elastic Optical 

Networks and the fixed optical networks is that in the Elastic Optical Networks it is 

necessary to group the traffic in optical connections. As a consequence, it is possible to 

minimize unused resources and increase the capacity of the network.  

One our view, the best technology it is currently the Flexible-Grid Network, because it 

allows obtaining the best result when considering network performance and 

technological complexity required for its implementation. In a Flexi-Grid Optical 

Network (FG-ON) the OS is divided into slices. Two consecutive slices define a slot and 

the Central Frequency (CF) defines where the assigned spectrum is centred. Thus, it 

allows positioning the slots within the whole OS. In addition there are also channels 

that are the portion of the OS assigned to a lightpath.  

It is important to note that Flexible-Grid Optical Networks require specific components 

such as Bandwidth-Variable Wavelength Selective Switches (BV-WSS) to built 

Bandwidth-Variable Optical Cross Connects. 

The following figure contributes to clarify the concepts explained above. It represents 

the spectrum of a fiber link using the Flexible-Grid technology: 
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Figure 6: Logical representation of fiber link [4] 

 

 The Routing and Spectrum Allocation (RSA) problem is solved in flexible-grid networks, 

it is a problem similar to RWA, a concept that we will explain in the next chapter. The 

objective of the RSA problem is to find a route with enough free spectrums to serve 

the required bandwidth for traffic demands. The spectrum allocation (SA) consist on 

finding a channel that have the conditions of contiguity and continuity of the 

boundaries of the spectrum. In other words, the slots of the channels must be close to 

the next slot and the assigned channel should be in the same position as the OS (i.e. 

using the same CF). 

In the following lines we will explore and example of RSA problem and the problems of 

continuity and contiguity mentioned above. As the figure shows, it seems that the 

route B-A-D would be the one to choose as it is the shortest one to transfer 

information. But when looking in detail, it is possible to see that the links from B-A and 

A-D do not have two contiguous slots in the same portion as the OS. Therefore, the 

continuity and contiguity constraints are not satisfied when route B-A-D is chosen. In 

this case, the selected route is B-A-C-D and the assigned channel uses the slots {S5, S6} 

for this connection.  
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Figure 7: RSA, continuity and contiguity constraints [3] 

 

In a flexible-grid network, ligthpaths are transporting demands of different bandwidth 

that can be established at the same time. It is why is important to make a brief 

explanation of the concept of spectral efficiency. In the case that the demand of 

bandwidth in path of light is less than the capacity provided by assigned spectrum, a 

part of the resources offered aren't using.  

Authors such as Adrian Asensio Garcia suggest the following example:  

“If the required bitrate of demand needs of 20 GHz of contiguous spectrum 

after the modulation is applied and the slot width is 12.5 GHz, then 2 slots are 

necessary, so 2 x 12.5 GHz is the total width of the OS assigned to this demand 

and, then, the un-used spectrum corresponds to 5 GHz”. [3] 

Currently, the backbone networks are based on WDM systems and they follow the ITU 

fixed-grid frequencies for the allocation of wavelength channels. But this system has 

some drawbacks; the main problem is the mismatch between the provided bandwidth 

and the required one. Each wavelength channel has a fixed bandwidth capacity and it 

is difficult to adapt the required capacity to the real traffic demand. It is important to 

note that the WDM networks will become more spectrally inefficient with the 

evolution of wavelength channel capacity.  
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A possible solution may be the optical OFDM transmission and the evolution of 

backbone networks from fixegrid WDM to flexible-grid networks. Thus, any portion of 

spectrum would be used without being constrained by the ITU grid spacing. With the 

OFDM system it is possible to adapt the transmission rates to the bandwidth 

requirements of traffic demands. This is possible due the modulation format used for 

transmission. 

In the following lines we will expand on the OFDM system and the effect it has on the 

elastic networks.   

 

2.3. OFDM 

 

2.3.1.  Introduction 

 

As we have commented, Internet traffic in the networks has been doubling almost 

every two years. The recent predictions indicate that it will continue to grow in terms 

of high-definition and real-time video communications. An example of this increase is 

the necessity of new networks with large capacity and cost-effective optical fiber 

transmission systems.  

For now, it seems that Wavelength-Division Multiplexing (WDM) is a system that 

provides up to 40 Gb/s capacity per channel in backbone networks, 100 Gb/s of 

commercial interfaces and 100 Gb/s deployment are expected soon.  Despite this is a 

good capacity, it is necessary to find a system that can support Tb/s class transmission. 

For all this reasons is necessary to find more efficient, flexible and scalable optical 

transmission and networking technologies. Scholars suggest several solutions such as 

the Optical Packet Switching (OPS) and Optical Burst Switching (OBS). But due the 

requirements of these technologies these solutions are not sufficient to solve the 

capacity problem.  

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been recently considered a 

promising option for future high-speed optical transmission technology. OFDM is a 

technology that allows transmitting a high speed data stream by splitting it into 

multiple parallel low-speed data channels. With this technology is possible solve the 
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inter-symbol interference (ISI) problems, caused by the delay spread of wireless 

channels. Next figure show main difference between WDM and OFDM: 

 

 

Figure 8: Spectrum of WDM signals and OFDM signal [10] 

 

2.3.2. Basic concepts 

 

To understand OFDM we need to explore some key concepts such as the multi-carrier 

modulation (MCM). MCM is a system that can transmit high-speed data stream by 

dividing it into a number of orthogonal channels. Each subcarriers transport a 

relatively-low data rate. 

With the WDM technology, where the channel spacing between the wavelengths are 

fixe, is necessary eliminate the effect of crosstalk. However, OFDM allows overlapping 

of the spectrum of individual subcarriers; this is thanks to its orthogonality.     

When we refer to the spectrum, to fulfil the orthogonality condition between multiple 

subcarriers is necessary that their central frequency are spaced 
 

  
 apart, where   is an 

integer and    is the symbol duration. On the next picture number 8, we will clarify the 

graphic of spectrum domain expression of OFDM signal: 
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Figure 9: Frequency Domain [10] 

 

Regarding the time domain, the signal of OFDM is a synthesis of multiple subcarriers’ 

waveforms. The signal is a continuous stream of OFDM that it has a regular symbol 

period. We show this concept in the next figure: 

 

 

Figure 10: Time Domain [10] 

 

 

2.3.3. OFDM technology description 

 

In order to understand OFDM technology it is necessary to explain the main 

components of it: 

 Guard Interval and Cyclic Prefix 

An important characteristic of OFDM is the insertion of guard interval (GI) and 

cyclic prefix (CP). These two concepts appear due to the different speeds of the 

optical pulses, because the optical pulse is spread out after transmission. 
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Due to the dispersion, an OFDM symbol containing a long delay after making a 

long-distance transmission may cross its symbol boundary and cause 

interference with neighboring OFDM symbol, this concept is known as inter-

symbol interference (ISI). Is important to know that if the maximum delay 

spared of the transmission channel is smaller than the guard interval, inter-

symbol interference can be eliminated. Another effect that may appear on the 

OFDM technology is an inter-carrier interference (ICI) that appears when the 

critical orthogonality condition for the subcarriers will be lost. A good option to 

reduce this affection is to introduce a cycle prefix into the guard interval, that is 

must be copied the past beginning of the current symbol at the end:  

 

 

Figure 11: GI of an OFDM symbol [10] 

 

 Channel Estimation 

Time and frequency cause the variation of the channels in the OFDM 

technology. Many techniques have been proposed for estimating and adjusting 

both timing and frequency variation in OFDM systems. The information of 

channel state can be estimated using two different ways: 

1) Non-blind channel estimation: uses the training symbols (TS) that 

contain information known by both the transmitter and the receiver 

are periodically inserted into data-bearing subcarriers.  

2) Blind channel estimation: uses the intrinsic characteristics of the 

modulated signal.  
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 Link adaption  

Is a technique to increase the spectral efficiency of broad band wireless data 

networks and digital subscriber lines. The basic idea is to adjust transmission 

parameters for each subcarrier, such as modulation and coding levels, 

according to certain channel conditions, to maximize the transmission data rate 

or minimize the transmission power.   

 

2.3.4. Advantages and disadvantages of OFDM 

 

Some of the most important advantages of the OFDM are considered in the following 

list. Due to these advantages it is possible to conclude that OFDM will be an important 

technology in the future. 

- OFDM transmits a high-speed data stream and all of this information is 

separated into subcarriers, it cause increasing of the symbol duration and 

reducing the ISI. This is an important aspect when considering future high-speed 

communication system. 

- OFDM is highly scalable for migration to the ever-increasing data rate. 

- The capacity of the system can subtantialy increased. 

- The capability of link adaption provides even higher spectrum efficiency. 

- OFDM system can be implemented energy-efficient operation to reduce the 

power consumption.   

 

2.3.4.1. Optical OFDM transmission technology 

 

It is interesting to note that some authors has predicted that the OFDM system will 

have a huge impact on the future of telecommunications. For instance Guoying Zhang, 

Marc De Leenheer, Annalisa Morea, and Biswanath Mukherjee write that: 

"Because of the great success of OFDM in wireless and broadband access 

networks, it is being adopted as an optical transmission technique in recent 

years. Optical OFDM (O-OFDM) technology can be used in a range of optical 

communication system including single-mode fiber (SMF), multimode fiber 
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(MMF), plastic optical fiber (POF), OFDM-Passive Optical Network (OFDM-PON) 

and optical wireless communication system (OWC).” [10] 

As Guoying Zhang, Marc De Leenheer, Annalisa Morea, and Biswanath Mukherjee note 

in their book “A Survey on OFDM-Based Elastic Core Optical Networking”, the 

importance of OFDM technology is to combine the optical systems; this allows us to 

cover many optical transmission techniques.  

 

2.3.5. OFDM based in elastic core optical network 

 

2.3.5.1. Introduction 

 

As we mentioned in previous chapters, the exponential growth of users who use the 

Internet day by day requires us to do a rethink of the actual situation. Due to the 

increase of internet traffic, in a few years will be necessary to have faster systems that 

are change the speed from Gb/s to Tb/s. Consequently the current geographical 

patterns of Internet traffic as will have to change into a more optimal system.  

A possible solution to respond to the capacity problem is to design elastic optical 

network with flexible data rate and spectrum allocation, high resource efficiency, low 

cost and low power consumption.  

 

2.3.5.2. Network architectures 

 

Some of the best known architectures of Elastic Optical Networks are the following: 

1) Spectrum- Slice Elastic Optical Path Network (SLICE): 

This network architecture uses the same techniques of the sub-carrier multiplexing 

and flexible spectrum allocation that O-OFDM, in this manner a bandwidth-elastic 

optical path can use enough spectrums, subcarriers, according to the transmitted 

data rate. The idea is to achieve high spectrum efficiency; this is reached by 

breaking the fixed grid wavelength-allocation limitation of WDM.  
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2) Flexible Optical WDM (FWDM): 

This architecture enables dynamically allocating the network resources, specifically 

the part that refers to the optical spectrum. It supports the optimized spectrum 

efficiency through elastic channel grids and flexible spectrum allocation for 

different data rates. Concepts of flexible spectrum allocation and data-rate-

variable optical path of FWDM are similar to those of SLICE, but the main 

difference is that FWD comes from the evolution of WDM technology. 

 

3) Data-Rate Elastic Optical Network 

As the paper’s authors say:”a data-rate-elastic optical network architecture was 

proposed, to use a single type of novel rate-tunable transponder which can 

operate at various data rates to handle all types of traffic.” [10] 

The solutions can be obtained with this architecture resemble those of WDM 

technologies but the main difference is that is offers more flexibility because the 

networks design is simple and allows sharing of resources for different data-rate 

services. 

One of the differences between SLICE and FWDM is that the Data-Rate Elastic 

Optical Network uses a fixed-grid spectrum allocation.  

 

 

Figure 12: Scopes of SLICE, FWDM and Data- Rate Elastic Optical Network [10] 
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2.3.6. OFDM based in elastic optical network architecture  

As such authors as Guoying Zhang, Marc De Leenheer, Annalisa Morea, and Biswanath 

Mukherjee write that:  

“In the OFDM-based elastic optical network architecture, multiple data rate 

sub-wavelength or super-wavelength paths are realized through flexible 

granular grooming and switching in the spectrum domain, using data-

rate/bandwidth-variable transponders and bandwidth-variable WXCs.” 

The figures below these lines expose the concept of Architecture of OFDM-based 

elastic optical network: 

 

 

Figure 13: Comparison between conventional and elastic optical path [10] 

 

 

Figure 14: Architecture of elastic optical network [10] 
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There four main benefits from the OFDM-based elastic optical network architecture 

are. First, the support flexible granularity service aggregation, therefore allows the 

accommodation of sub-wavelength, super-wavelength and multiplerate data traffic. 

The next one is the high spectrum efficiency. It has studied the spectrum of an optical 

network is much more efficient than fixed-grid WDM network, but also depends on the 

topology and traffic network. 

Third, supports reach-adaptable line rate, as well as dynamic bandwidth expansion and 

contraction.  

Finally, efficiency of energy to save power consumption, this can be achieved by 

turning off some subcarriers of the OFDM when there isn’t transmission. 

It is important to mention that the OFDM-based elastic optical network is a very recent 

technology. Consequently, it needs to be continuously studied and many aspects of 

this technology need to be improved. For instance, it is necessary to re-designing node 

devices, improving network planning, traffic engineering and control plane 

technologies. 

 

2.4. DEV C++ 

 

As we have seen the main problem to be resolved is optimizing networks and 

technologies such as OFDM can contribute to it.  To support our main argument we 

won develop an algorithm, with DEV C++ program. This program will allow us to 

compile the code and get the results of different optical networks analyzed. 

First, we will configure the program in the computer. Once it is configured we will work 

in a environment similar to the one shown in picture number 14:  

 

 

Figure 15: DEV C++ interface 
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As we can see in the picture, the interface is separated into two parts, the left in which 

the different project folders are shown and, the right in which we will write the code 

that we want to create. We will start creating a new project and we will include those 

libraries that we will need along simulations. To create a new project, we must follow 

the next steps: 

 

 File  New  Project 

 

After performing these steps, it will appear a screen where we will select Consol 

Application option and C language. When we selected these options, we will create a 

default main.cpp file, where we will insert the main parts of the code: 

  

 

Figure 16: Example of new project 

 

Once we have created the project, some commands will be useful: 

- New source code: add a new file in our project 

- Add a project: Add a existing file in our project 

- Remove project: remove a file in our project (but not delete)  

- Options of project: modify multiple options, like the name of project; add new 

directories, compilation instructions… 
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When we have the complete code, we have to check if everything is working properly, 

its meaning we compile the code. The following figure shows how it is done: 

 

 

Figure 17: Compile the code 

Once we have compiled the code and each part works correctly, we will execute the 

program to get the desired results. To do this, as we can see in the image above, 

where it is clear that after the compilation option there is another option that it calls 

run. Then once the program has been executed correctly, a screen will appear where 

you will find the results, an example would be this: 

 

 

Figure 18: Example of simulations 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Wavelength Routing Networks 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

In this chapter, we will separate the wavelength-routing network design problem into 

two different problems. First, the LTD problem and second the RWA problem. In the 

practical part we will evaluate theses problems with networks of different size, to 

explore how these problems affect different networks. We choose to deal with each of 

this question/problem individually because it is extremely difficult to solve them at the 

same time. 

To see the behaviour of both problems we will design different networks. In this way it 

is possible to appreciate in terms of cost the advantages and disadvantages of each 

network, assessing which routes will be shorter and more expensive. Finally, we will 

discard the less optimal solutions of the final results. 

In this chapter we will follow three different steps: first, we will explain how to design 

an optical network, second we will create two predetermined variables: the traffic 

matrix and the number of network nodes. Finally, with these two inputs we will create 

the topology of the network, so we will have created a matrix of lightpath. Then we 

will resolve the Routing and Wavelength Assignment problem, this is to relate the real 

topology with lightpath matrix.  

To end this chapter, we will create an example of a possible network and we will 

explain in a practical manner the RWA and LTD problems.   

 

3.2. Basic Concepts 

 

In order to understand the concepts of LTD and RWA, it is important to review the 

concept of Wavelength Routing Network is formed by of Optical Cross-Connects (OXC) 

or Wavelength Cross-Connects (WXC), connected by optical fibers. This kind of 

network offers lightpaths between nodes that allow us transfer the information from 

point to another point. Nowadays, it is possible to generate hundreds of lightpaths per 
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fiber. Also, it is very important to select the wavelength allocation to maximize the 

spatial reuse.  

In the following figure we can see an example of wavelength routing networks: 

 

Figure 19: Wavelength Routing Networks [16] 

 

In this kind of networks is possible to use wavelength converters that help to improve 

network’s resources and simplify the interconnections between the individual devices 

forming the network. Some of the advantages of the use of converters are:  

- Add flexible to WDM layer in a wavelength routing network 

- Data may be sourced from a λ which is not compatible with WR(Wavelength 

routing) network devices 

- In the interconnection of different providers’ networks 

 

There are two types of Wavelength Routing Networks: 

 

 Static (without OXCs): the networks are cheaper, no flexible and no 

management failures occur. 

 Reconfigurable (with OXCs): the networks are more expensive that de statics 

but have a high flexibility and are more robust. 

 

As mentioned in the previous point, this kind of networks has two problems which we 

must try to solve, the Logical Topology Design and Routing and Wavelength 

Assignment. When programming our algorithm, first we will focus on the first problem 

(LTD) and later we will go deep into the second (RWA).  
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When we know how use the DEV C++ program that we explained in Chapter 2. We will 

be able to begin implement the EDA algorithm. This process has three parts, which 

then show a graph: 

 

 

Figure 20: Scheme of program 

(1) Traffic Matrix and Number of Nodes: as shown in the diagram there are two 

inputs that we need to start the program. To begin, we test the initial version of 

the code with a network of three nodes because in this manner it is easier to 

detect errors. Once we are sure that the program is fine, we will check the code 

with 10 and 20 nodes.  It is also important to confirm than the traffic matrix 

have a concrete structure, as we present below: 

 

Figure 21: Example of Traffic Matrix of four nodes 

 

As we can see, each time the column is equal to the row; when we have this 

distribution we can confirm that there is no traffic in this position of the matrix. 

This means that there will never be a link with traffic in the node itself. This 

point is an important requirement we have to take into account.  

 

(2)  Logical Topology Design (LTD): from the traffic matrix we must create paths 

between nodes. It is important to point out that each link can support a total of 

300 Mbps capacity. The ultimate goal is to create a lightpath matrix to indicate 
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how many links need for each of the nodes. Therefore, depending on traffic 

between nodes we will need a certain number of links, for example: 

 Traffic= 800 Mbps  3 links 

 Traffic= 200 Mbps  1 link 

 Traffic= 400 Mbps  2 links 

 Traffic= 1300 Mbps  5 links 

 

(3)  Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA):  we will start this last stage with 

lightpath matrix that we have previously created and the real physical 

topology. We should be adding the lightpath in the physical topology if there is 

a link between nodes, to better understand we will show the below diagram:  

 

Figure 22: Example of RWA [16] 

 

All this concepts will be explained more in depth in this chapter, where we will explain 

in detail the LTD and RWA. Also, we will detail these two problems with an example, to 

better understand the concepts.  

 

3.3. Logical topology design (LTD) 

 

The Logical Topology Design problem, it tries to find the best logical topology taking 

into account the value of traffic between each pair of nodes. In other words it search 

and uses the best set of lightpaths in terms of cost, price and performance.  

To explain in detail the problem of LTD, we must first specify an important constraint 

in the network design. One the constraint is that at each node we use a router with 
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maxim number of port to connect with other port. As we mentioned above, a port 

cannot be connected to itself, this means that in that connection there will not be 

traffic and link. 

However, with our algorithm we will succeed in creating optimal routes. By this we 

mean that we will create many possible optical networking solutions, but we will only 

choose those with a lower cost. Thank to this strategy we will able to simplify the 

problem of designing networks. 

As we design the logical topology, we need to consider to important things: first, the 

need to solve the problem of routing packets or connections over the lightpath 

topology. Second, we must take into account the limitations of traffic of each lightpath 

of network. Therefore we know the problems LTD and RWA are linked, but as we 

mentioned earlier, we will treat separately to simplify the general problem.  

To formulate the problem in mathematical terms, we have to introduce some 

definitions. We assume that the information will travel through of fiber and that will 

connected since source to destination (s-d) is     (in packets/second),          . 

The problem has variables     for each pair of nodes                   . The 

variable     is the number that indicates how much lightpaths there are between the 

source and the final destination in a concrete pair of nodes. The lightpath serves as a 

link to carry traffic from node   to node . The solution of the logical topology design 

problem is specify the number of     and the nodes that will involved in the transfer of 

information. Thus we can divide traffic of the matrix traffic and create the routes 

according to the topology of the network. 

We define a parameter called the congestion as               , it is necessary to 

know that the congestion is an important parameter, to better understand this 

concept, let us consider the case where the packet arrivals follow a Poisson process 

and the packet transmission times are exponentially distributed with mean time given 

by     seconds. Therefore, the average queuing delay on link      is then given by: 
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The throughput can be defined as the minimum value of the offered load for which the 

delay on any link becomes infinite. This happens when                 . Thus 

our main objective will be to minimize the congestion     . 

Until now, we have introduced the basic concepts of LTD and we have done a 

mathematical approach of the main terms. Now, we have to show the things that form 

a logical topology with the next figure and explanation: 

- There are IP, routers or SONET/SDH nodes that are connected by means of 

lightpaths which are point-to-point logical channels. 

- Physical topology: the set of fibers and OXCs 

-  Logical topology: the set of lightpaths and upper layer nodes 

 

One of the main objectives of design of these networks is the minimization of costs. 

We have to find the best balance between lightpath cost and the switching cost at IP, 

SONET/SDH or ATM layers 

In the following figure, we show an example of physical topology and logical topology: 

 

 

Figure 23: Physical Topology  [16]  Figure 24: Logical Topology [16] 

 

The problem of LTD is a problem that is related to RWA; consequently, we could say 

that LTD is the input of the RWA but it may be unfeasible. As these two problems are 

related, their solution is also related. First, the LTD problem is solved and then the 

RWA problem is solved. In case the RWA is unfeasible, it will generate a new LTD 

considering the restrictions to have a feasible network. 

When we explain the LTD problem, we have to consider three main restrictions that 

we can find, theses are: 

- Limited number of transmitters/receivers per node, or in the network 
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- Coarse grooming of traffic over lightpaths 

- Routing algorithms used to route traffic 

But again, there are also utilities and advantages: 

- Minimize the length of multi-hop paths in the logical topology 

- Minimize the electronic switching devices 

- Minimize congestions of the lightpaths 

- Minimize the cost of laying or renting lightpaths and devices 

There are two main design optimization techniques of these networks: on one hand 

we have the greedy heuristics techniques. In these networks a custom algorithm is 

used to solve the problem. Once we have a problem input and description we generate 

randomly a certain number of solutions and keep the best one; following this step we 

have to add lightpaths to the largest traffic flows and remove least used lightpaths, 

then reroute traffic. On the other hand we have the Metaheuristic Approaches that 

explore the space of possible solutions in a smart way. There are a lot of kinds of 

techniques in this group of optimization, but in our case we will focus on the algorithm 

EDA, which will be explained in detail in the next chapter.  

 

3.4. Routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) 

 

In following lines, we will study the routing and wavelength assignment problem. This 

problem allows us to find a route and a wavelength for each lightpath when we have a 

physical topology and a set of lightpaths. Thus we will get minimize all the required 

number of wavelengths, subject to the wavelength continuity and uniqueness 

constraints. 

Once we solved the problem of LTD and we generated the lightpath matrix, we must 

adapt the matrix to the real network topology. 

When it is established an optical connection we deal with routing (selecting a suitable 

path) and wavelength assignment (allocating an available wavelength for the 

connection). The problem is born with these two concepts, and if we combine these 

two problems, it appears the general idea: the routing and wavelength assignment 

(RWA) problem. Before go in depth into the problem RWA, we must to explain two 

important concepts:  
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1) Wavelength continuity constraint: a ligthpath must use the same wavelength 

on all the links along its path from source to destination edge node.  

2) Distinct wavelength constraint: all lightpaths using the same link (fiber) must be 

allocated distinct wavelengths.  

 

The RWA problem in optical networks is illustrated in the next figure where it is that 

each fiber supports two wavelengths:  

 

 

Figure 25: The RWA problem with two wavelengths per fiber [6] 

 

To address the problem RWA, can be done in several ways, perhaps the simplest is 

separated into a lightpath routing (LR) problem and a wavelength assignment (WA) 

problem. Therefore the LR problem consists on finding routes for different lightpaths, 

perhaps as a result of a problem LTD. The main objective of LR is to minimize over all 

fiber links, the maximum number of lightpaths using a fiber link. Another possible 

objective is minimizing the cost of some networks through to bandwidth, ports, 

switching or regenerator cost.  

Now, we concentrate into the WA problem, this problem appears when have a group 

of lightpaths and their routes, and we have to allocate wavelengths to the lightpaths. 

Thus the main objective is to minimize, over all fiber links, the maximum wavelength 

used on a fiber link. 

One method to solve the LR problem is to allocate the route of lightpaths one at a time 

in a specific order. Routes can be computed by using the shortest path routing 
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algorithms. In our case we will use EDA algorithm to choose the best and the optimal 

route to search the ideal topology. Authors such as Rajiv Ramaswami, Kumar 

N.Sivarajan, and Galen H. Sasaki comments that:  

“The network topology has weights assigned to each link, so that the shortest 

path is the least-weight path. The link weights are chosen so that the resulting 

lightpath routes meet the objective of the LR problem.” [1]     

Regarding the WA problem, the assignments must obey the following constraints: 

 

1) Two lightpaths must not be assigned the same wavelength on a given link. 

 

2) If no wavelength conversion is available through a switch, then a lightpath must 

be assigned the same wavelength on the links through the switch. If no 

wavelength conversion is available in the network, then a lightpath must be 

assigned the same wavelength all along its route. 

 
If the second condition is not possible, a WA algorithm is needed to assign 

wavelengths. A simple and effective algorithm is first fit; this consists in choosing the 

smallest numbered wavelength that is available. This cause that the lightpaths are 

grouped together into lower-numbered wavelengths and keeps the wavelengths with 

higher numbered free for future lightpaths. 

One of thing that we have to consider regarding RWA problem is the survivability of 

the network when there are errors, when the network goes down. There are specific 

mechanisms and structures that can avoid this. For example the structure 1+1 that 

allow protect the network. To better understand this problem we can look at the 

following figure. It shows an example of a 1+1 structure: 
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Figure 26:  Two different examples of 1+1 structure [1]  

 

Therefore there must be an alternative path created that it will be used when the first 

path will be crashed. In general the elements that usually fault are the single fiber link 

and a single node; it is for this reason that they are considered when computing paths. 

Sometimes it is possible that multiple fiber links fail together; this phenomenon is 

called shared risk link group (SRLG). When a node fault leads to a SRLG it causes all its 

incident links to fail. Another example of SRLG can occur when a collection of fiber 

links shares a conduit, if this conduit is broken all the fiber links may fail. 

One solution to avoid the single fiber link cuts, the working and protection paths must 

have disjoint links. Something similar thing happens with the single-node failures: the 

working and protection paths avoid a common intermediate node. However for SRLGs 

the paths must avoid traversing a common SRLG. 

Authors such as Rajiv Ramaswami, Kumar N. Sivarajan, and Galen H. Sasakiet on their 

book Optical Networks a Practical Perspective Third Edition writes: 

“There are two common methods to compute disjoint link paths. The first 

simply computes the paths one at a time. The first path is the shortest path, 

and the second path is another shortest but one that avoids the links of the first 

path. This method of computing disjoint paths can be extended to single-node 

faults and SRLGs in a straightforward way. In particular, the second path avoids 

all nodes or SRLGs that the first path traverses.  
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The second method to compute disjoint paths is to compute them together by 

using algorithms that solve the minimum disjoint paths problem. The minimum 

disjoint path problem assumes links have weights and finds disjoint paths with 

minimum total weight. This method is more complicated but can be extended 

to single-node faults and some cases of SRLGs.” [1] 

To solve the RWA problems there are some heuristic solutions that are proposed, 

some examples are: 

1) First Fit strategy (SPFF):already it mentioned above 

- Given a lightpath from source to destination.  

- The route that is considereate is the shortest physical path 

- The first available wavelength is assign, considering all the fibers along the 

path. 

2) Max Fill strategy(MF): 

- Consider a wavelength λ 

- Given a lightpath from source to destination 

- If there exists a path, the route uses λ 

The following graph indicates the difference between these two possible solutions. In 

this figure we compare the number of lightpaths per node. It seems that the MF is a 

heuristic solution better: 

 

 

Figure 27: Number of λ VS number of lightpaths [16] 
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3.5. Wavelength conversion 

 

Wavelength conversion are devices that may be used for better exploitation of 

networks resources, they also simplify the interconnection between equipments of 

different enterprise 

There are different possible levels of wavelength conversion capability. In the figure 

that follows we want to show the differences for a single input and single output port 

situation, it’s normal that when we have multiple ports is more complicated but 

similar: 

 

 

Figure 28: Wavelength conversion [6] 

 

a) No conversion: when each wavelength is converted to itself, in this case we 

have non conversion. 

b) Fixed conversion: this happens when each input wavelength can converted to 

one other wavelength. 

c) Limited conversion: Each input wavelength can be converted to any of a 

specific set of wavelengths. This means that each input can have more than one 

output. 

d) Full conversion: any input wavelength may be converted to any other 

wavelength. 

 

One of the advantages of full wavelength conversion is that it removes the wavelength 

continuity constraint, as a result is that the RWA problem reduces to the classical 

routing problem. In other words, the main point is to find a suitable path for each 
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connection in the network. If taking as an example the Figure 25, which shows a 

concrete network with limited conversion, we can see that it complicates the problem 

RWA if we compared with no conversion technique. This complication happens 

because the employed limitation of the conversion in OXCs introduces links between 

some of the network copies. 

In this fragment extracted from “A Tutorial on Optical Networks” explains some of the 

other advantages and disadvantages regarding various levels of wavelength conversion 

capability: 

“Wavelength conversion (full or limited) increases the routing choices for a 

given lightpath (i.e., makes more efficient use of wavelengths), resulting in 

better performance. Since converter devices increase network cost, a possible 

middle ground is to use sparse conversion, that is, to employ converters in 

some, but not all, OXCs in the network. In this case, a lightpath must use the 

same wavelength along each link in a segment of its path between OXCs 

equipped with converters, but it may use a different wavelength along the links 

of another such segment. It has been shown that implementing full conversion 

at a relatively small fraction of the OXCs in the network is sufficient to achieve 

almost all the benefits of conversion.” [6] 

 

3.6. Example 

 

In this section we will show an example of the two problems that we have explained 

throughout Chapter 3. To simplify the example, we will imagine that we have a 

network with 3 nodes and a 3x3 matrix of traffic. These two elements are 

indispensable to create a new topology. 

Therefore, this is a possible example of matrix: 

 

     

 

Figure 29: Example of 3x3 matrix (Mbps) 
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As we have mentioned on the chapter 3, we always will create matrices that they have 

not traffic when the row and column of this matrix are the same. For this reason if we 

see in detail our matrix, we can observe that the center of diagonal of matrix there are 

all 0. 

Once we have determined the number of nodes and the traffic matrix, we will 

calculate the matrix lightpaths. To perform the next step it is important to know that 

each transceiver has a capacity of 300 Mbps. So what we have to do is divide each 

value of traffic matrix to know how many light paths there are between node and 

corresponding node. To calculate this, we will use the following formula: The  
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Therefore, the number of lightpath of our matrix are, we must bear in mind that the 

number of lightpaths is an integer value and therefore the number that we will 

obtained when we divide it, we will round this value. The number of lightpath that we 

will obtain in our matrix are:   
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Therefore, after performing these operations  the resulting matrix is as follows: 

 

Figure 30: Example of Lightpath matrix 

 

And this corresponds to the following topology: 

 

Figure 31: Example of topology 

 

So far we have solved the LTD problem; in this moment we will focus on the RWA 

problem. To solve this problem, we need lightpath the matrix that we have created 

before. 

As we mentioned above, in this part we will compare the real network topology with 

the created matrix. So let's assume that the topology of the network is a ring topology: 

 

  0  1 

 2 
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Figure 32: Ring topology 

 

With the routes that are direct, for example: 0 to 1, 1 to 2 and 2 to 0, there are not 

problems to relate the ring topology to our topology. But for example when we 

want to go from 0 to 2, we have to go through a middle route (1 2), because 

there isn’t a direct route. This happens some other cases, for example from 1 to 0 

or from 2 to 1. For each fiber we will add the lightpath, so the topology will be as 

follows: 

 

Figure 33: Network routes 

  0  1 

 2 
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Figure 34: Relationship between real topology and lightpath matrix 

 

Obviously, there are a lot of algorithms that we can use to treat these problems, in this 

thesis we are showing in EDA algorithm. For this reason in the next chapter we will 

explain in detail the main concepts of EDA and the steps that we follow to develop the 

code. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Design of algorithms 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

It is necessary to review the steps to create code, before explaining the algorithms. 

The first step is to familiarize with all the libraries of our program; this is achieved by 

creating some previous programs. For example a good practice is design a network as 

bidirectional ring or ring topology: 

 

 

      

 

Figure 35: Bidirectional Ring [15]                    Figure 36: Ring Topology [15] 

 

With the implementation of these programs we can practice some important functions 

such as:   

-  Find_link:  that allows us to search if there is a link in a particular position of 

our network. 

- Add_link: add a new link form position to another position and return a new 

link.   

Obviously, we also have to be familiar with the specific structures and language of C 

and we have to have a basic understanding of the program DEV C++. For instance, we 
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need to know how to run the program or debug the code in order to find possible 

problems that it may happen during the implementation of our code.  

Once we have learned these concepts, we can begin to program algorithms. In this 

chapter, we will focus first on the theoretical explanation and second, we will focus on 

their codes. 

 

4.2. Metaheuristics 

 

Metaheuristic is a higher-level procedure or heuristic designed to find, generate or 

select an algorithm that provide us a group of solutions to an optimization problem, 

especially when we have an incomplete or imperfect information or limited 

computation capacity. Authors such as Sean Luke that writes about metaheuristic say: 

“Metaheuristics is a rather unfortunate term often used to describe a major 

subfield, indeed the primary subfield, of stochastic optimization. Stochastic 

optimization is the general class of algorithms and techniques which employ 

some degree of randomness to find optimal (or as optimal as possible) 

solutions to hard problems. Metaheuristics are the most general of these kinds 

of algorithms, and are applied to a very wide range of problems”. [5] 

The Metaheuristics methods were born from the need to solve complex optimization 

problems that other methods cannot solve, because they are not efficient neither 

effective. These methods are considered the most practical methods that exist to solve 

complex problems, and this is particularly true for the many real-world problems that 

are combinatorial in nature. Another way to solve these kinds of problems is the 

heuristic. However, this method is typically developed to solve complex combinatorial 

optimization problems. With the emergence of the metaheuristic with methods such 

as tabu search, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, the main challenge has 

become adapting the metaheuristics to a specific problem or problem class. 

Consequently the work is less than developing a specialized heuristic for each problem 

that we have to solve. It is for this reason that metaheuristic is a good option for 

implementation in a general purpose software. Furthermore, a good metaheuristic 

implementation is likely to provide near optimal solutions in reasonable computation 

times. 
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One reason to use the metaheuristic method is the optimization to find good heuristic 

solutions to complex optimization problems. The metaheuristic solution beggins with a 

one solutions, or group of solutions, and later by initiating an improving search guided 

by certain principles. In the main structure of the different metaheuristics methods 

there are some common elements that are the same for various methods. In each step 

of all of the algorithms, there is a solution (or a set of solutions)   , that represents the 

actual status of the algorithm. There are several of metaheuristics that include 

simulated annealing, tabu search, variable neighborhood search, and GRASP. These are 

solution-to-solution search methods, that is,    is a single solution or point       in 

some solutions space  .  

Therefore, the basic structure is as follows:  

- Obtain an initial solution (set)    and set      

Repeat:  

- Given a neighbordhood       if the solution (set), a candidate solution (set) 

           is selected and evaluated 

- Estimation of possible solutions and compare with the performance of    

and sometimes with each other 

- If the solution it’s correct,      
  and accept the candidate(s) or if the 

solution is rejected,          

- Incremente       

Until stopping criterion is satisfied. 

It is possible to apply this structure with several metaheuristic methods. In most of the 

metaheuristics methods share the elements of selecting candidate solution(s) from a 

neighborhood of the current solution(s) and then either accepting or rejecting the 

candidate(s). This is an advantage, because when some methods are combined, there 

is a common structure that allows the mixing of different metaheuristics solutions to 

solve a particular problem. In the following lines we will explain in brief some of the 

best known methods and their main advantages of optimization. 

One of the earliest metaheuristics is simulated annealing, which is motivated by the 

physical annealing process; the general idea of this methods is to decide if a solution 

should be accepted. As a solution-to-solution search method, in each step the method 

selects a candidate           from the neighbordhood of the current solution    
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  . If the candidate is better than the actual solution it is accepted; if it is worse is not 

automatically rejected, rejection depends on the probability. To calculate the 

probability we can use this formula: 

                

          
  
  
 

 

 

                                             

 

                                          

 

Tabu search is one of the most popular metaheuristics, and as simulated annealing, it 

is a solution-to-solution search method where the user specifies the neighbordhood. 

The main difference between tabu search and the other metaheuristics is the way 

solutions are selected from the neihborhood. In tabu search algorithm, a new concept 

appears: a list    of solutions that were recently visited and are therefore tabu. The 

algorithm searches through all the solutions are not tabu and it selects the best 

solution, is expressed mathematically as follows:  

 

      
           

         

 

                                             

 

                                                                

                                       

 

Another important solution-to-solution metaheuristic methods are the greedy 

randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) and the variable neighborhood search 

(VNS). The main difference of GRASP in relation to other algorithms is multi-start 

approaches that allow search various procedures with different starting points. One of 

advantages is that the search is global but each search can't use the information of 

other search, for this reason sometimes this algorithm is inefficient. The VNS is a 
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interesting algorithm because it uses an adaptive neighborhood structure, that 

changes according to efficiency of solution that are evaluated.  

There are some metaheuristics, such as genetic algorithms, that are based on group of 

solutions or population, rather than solution-to-solution. Some examples are genetic 

algorithms and other evolutionary approaches, as scatter search and the nested 

partitions method. In particular evolutionary algorithms select the best solution 

between a group of solutions or a population. This means that sometimes the 

crossover of more than one solution to find the best solution. These solutions, both 

crossovers as which are not crossovers, end up forming a group of solutions. Given a 

set      , this concept is expressed mathematically as follows: 

       
                

                 

 

                                                                       

 

                                                       

 

The innovation of the methods seen above is the definition of a neighborhood, that 

allows the possibility of search to quickly and intelligently traverse large parts of the 

solution space. The possible solutions are selected randomly or deterministically. 

Another important difference between other algorithms is that the candidates are 

always accepted.  

As we have seen through the explanation of these algorithms, we can see that there 

are structures and concepts that are very similar to each other. In many cases are 

based on one solution or set of solutions and from here new solutions are generated.  

But as we mentioned somewhere else in this thesis, we will focus on EDA algorithm. It 

is important to note that EDA algorithm is composed by different types of EDA, in our 

case we focus on continuous and hybrid EDA. After explaining the main concepts, we 

implement and we will compare the results of both algorithms. 
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4.3. EDA 

 

Estimation of distribution algorithm are stochastic optimization methods that search 

the optimal solutions by building and sampling explicit probabilistic models. Authors 

such as Mark Hauschild and Martin Pelikan in their book, An Introduction and Survey of 

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms, they include the definition of EDA:  

“Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) are stochastic optimization 

algorithms that explore the space of candidate solutions by sampling an explicit 

probabilistic model constructed from promising solutions found so far”. [24] 

In general terms, this algorithm works initially with a population of candidate solutions 

that can solve the problem. All these solutions must be accepted according to a certain 

requirements, standards predetermined by the algorithm. The population is then 

scored using a fitness function. This fitness function gives a numerical ranking for each 

of solutions (the string) and it orders the string as, the higher number is better than 

the less number. From the ranked population, the best solutions are selected and the 

other solutions are discarded. A clear example of selection is to truncate the 

population of solution with a threshold       , this means that the 50% of best 

solutions is selected. After this, the algorithm constructs a probabilistic model that try 

to estimate the probability distribution of the possible solutions. With the constructed 

model, we will create new solutions by sampling the distribution encoded by this 

model. These new solutions will add with those who had selected and they were the 

best of the initial population. The process is repeated until some termination criteria 

are met, generally we can terminate the process when we have found a solution with 

optimal quality or when we reached a certain threshold.  

The basic procedure of EDA is: 

 

Step 1: Generate an initial population   of M individuals uniformly at random 

in the search space. 

Step 2: Repeat steps 3-5 for generations l=1, 2, … until some stopping criteria 

met. 

 Step 3: Select N<=M individuals from Pl-1 according to a selection method. 
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Step 4: Estimate the probability distribution pl(x) of an individual being among 

the selected individuals. 

 Step 5: Sample M individuals (the new population) from pl(x). 

 

Below we will explain some advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm, let's start 

with the advantages that have EDA compared to other algorithms: 

- Adaptive operators: this is a major advantage compared to other algorithms, 

the advantages is the ability to adapt their operators to the structure of the 

problem. In general the other algorithms use fixed operators to search the 

best group of solutions. 

- Problem structure: authors such as Mark Hauschild and Martin Pelikan write 

that EDA always creates route maps to take advantage of the best solutions:  

“Besides just providing the solution to the problem, EDAs also provide 

optimization practitioners with a roadmap of how the EDA solved the 

problem. This roadmap consists of the models that are calculated in 

each generation of the EDA, which represent samples of solutions of 

increasing quality”. [26]  

This will allow us to solve very specific problems that we could not detect if 

you look at the problem in a general way. In addition it also allows us to find 

better solutions possible. 

- Prior knowledge exploitation: On many occasions the prior knowledge are 

important in order to solve the problems that may arise. This is possible if in 

the candidate solutions there are some specific solutions already known or 

by biasing the populations using a local search. These methods aren't as 

effective as the methods that proposed the EDA algorithm, for example 

Bayesian statistics. 

- Reduced memory requirements: Increased memory capacity, with this 

advantage we can solve very complex problems can’t be solved by other 

techniques. 

Some drawbacks of EDA are the following: 

- Request for more time because it is a probabilistic model. 
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- It is difficult to learn an adequate probabilistic model, creating ineffective 

models 

 

To clarify all these concepts we will show an example to illustrate what we have seen 

so far of the algorithm.  

We started with a group of 4 possible solutions. Imagine that 0 indicates no fiber and 1 

indicates that if there is fiber. We must evaluate our solutions, in the first solution 

there is only one fiber, the second fiber has 4, because there are four 1 ... we have to 

do the same for each of solutions: 

 

# Solution Evaluation 

1 00100 1 

2 11011 4 

3 01101 3 

4 10111 4 

Table 1: Possible solutions 

 

After having seen the evaluation of the solutions, now we have to sort the solutions; in 

this case we will follow criteria of optimization of cost. This means, those in which 

there are fewer fibers. Therefore, the solutions would be ordered as follow: 

 

# Solution Evaluation 

1 00100 1 

2 01101 3 

3 11011 4 

4 10111 4 

Table 2: Solutions in order 
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Once the solutions are in the right order, we must generate new solutions. We will do 

this according to the following scheme: 

   CURRENT          SELECT             NEW 

POPULATION     POPULATION     POPULATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the probabilistic model we will generate two new solutions; we will mix these 

new solutions with the two best solutions of the first generation of population.  It 

repeats this process as many times as necessary. 

There are several types of EDA algorithms, we are going to focus on the continuous 

and hybrid. In the following sections we will explain in detail these two types of 

algorithms. 

 

4.4. Hybrid EDA: GA-EDA 

 

4.4.1. Introduction 

 

A hybrid algorithm is an algorithm that combines two or more other algorithms that 

allows us to solve the same problems. When these algorithms are properly combining 

it is possible to get a better result, because we mix the desired features of each and 

the new algorithm is better than the individual components. 

In recent times, it has been a clear interest in the hybrid metaheuristic, as it offers 

some advantages over other algorithms. With these kinds of algorithms, we can find 

solutions to practical problems or academic, with high efficiency and optimization. 

Combination of algorithms such as descent local search, simulated annealing, tabu 

search and evolutionary algorithms have provided very powerful search algorithms. 

   00100 

 
   11011 

 
   01101 
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Two very important concepts in the design of a metaheuristic are exploration and 

exploitation. On one hand, exploration is important because it is responsible for 

searching among all candidates the best options and the most optimal. And, on the 

other hand, exploitation is important since the refinement of the current solution will 

often produce a better solution. 

We will develop a hybrid algorithm based on genetic algorithms (GAs) and estimation 

of distribution algorithms (EDAs), which has as an objective to improve the search 

system of both algorithms. In some studies previous to ours, it has been estimated that 

using this algorithm it seems a promising technique for optimizing the final results. 

 

4.4.2. Basic Concepts 

 

Hybrid GA-EDA are new algorithms based on both techniques that we mention in the 

introduction. One of the main objectives is to obtain benefits from both approaches. 

The difference between the algorithms is the way in which new individuals are 

generated (the new possible solutions). These candidates that are generated on each 

generation are called offspring. Authors such as Victor Robles, José M Peña, Pedro 

Larranaga and María S.Pérez explain the difference of both algorithms in the following 

lines of GA-EDA: a New Hybrid Cooperative Search Evolutionary Algorithm: “On one 

hand, GAs use crossover and mutation operators as a mechanism to create new 

individuals from the best individuals of the previous generation. On the other hand, 

EDAs builds a probabilistic model with the best individuals and then sample the model 

to generate new ones”. [14] 

 

 

Figure 37: Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm Schema [14] 
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As we are using two types of algorithms we will have two types of candidates, one 

generated by the GA mechanism and the other by EDA one: 

 

                              

 

   

                                             

 

When it is selecting the possible candidates, we have to follow a similar method GA 

steps. That means to use and select the set of solutions that are more optimal and 

efficient are selected. The method of selection of possible candidates is illustrated in 

Figure 36. In this algorithm is also important to introduce a new parameter that has 

been called Participation Function (PF). This parameter indicates how many solutions 

that have been generated for each of the algorithms separately; that is the candidates 

of EDA and GA.   

With hybrid EDA we can see that the algorithm is more involved in the process, 

because the GA and EDA do not always have the same weight. These ratios are only a 

proportion for the number of new individuals each method generates; it is important 

to note that it is not a proportion of individuals in the next population. At that time 

more individuals have been generated because of that particular algorithm was more 

suitable. 

In the following lines, will explain the steps we must follow to create the hybrid EDA 

algorithm. 

 

          

  
    

 

   

  
       

    
  

 

The values in matrix are the 10 random solutions that we have generated with our 

program. 

Step 0: In our case, we will generate ten solutions and we will choose the five best 

solutions. 
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Step 1: Generate a random position for each solution and check if position is valid. The 

positions that can’t be modified are those that column is equal to the row. 

Step2: Mutate the element of position. We generate a value uniformly distributed 

between 0 and 1 with a function of our program. 

Step 3: If probability is greater than 0,5 we have to add 1 in this position. 

Step 4: If probability is less than 0,5 we have to subtract 1 in this position. 

Step 5:  We will check if the new solution is feasible. We will save the solution if it is 

valid and repeat the process for each solution. 

To clarify all these concepts we will show a numerical example, with five different 

solutions: 

 

 

                  

                  

                  

                  

 

In this case the random position is the second position, marked with an arrow in our 

group of solutions. After this step, we will generate the probability; as we mentioned 

above, two options can happen. In the following graphic we will show the two 

possibilities: 
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Once we have the solution generated, we have to check if it is feasible. If it is not 

feasible, we need to create a new random position and repeat the process until we 

have the solution. 
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4.4.3. Flowchart 

 

In the following scheme it is represented the basic steps of the hybrid algorithm: 
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4.4.4. Pseudocode 

 

Require:              

1: for all              check is feasible 

2:  while traffic_check=true 

3:   generate arrya ar[i] 

4:  sav_ten[i][j]= ar[i] 

5: end while 

6: for all i 

7:  cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j] 

8:  order solutions and save 5 best solution in new_sol[i][j] 

9: end for 

10: end for 

11: for all generations 

12: while traffic_check=true 

13:  while position is possible 

14:  if probability > 0,5 

15:   new_sol[random_pos]=new_sol[i][j]+1 

16:   create a new graph new_graph() 

17:  end if 

18:  else 

19:   new_sol[random_pos]=new_sol[i][j]+1 

20:   create a new graph new_graph() 

21:  end else 

22: end while 

23:  check traffic with check_trf_satisfaction_multipath 

24: end while 

25: for all solutions 

26:  for each position i 

27: cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j] 

28: order solutions and save 5 best solution in new_sol[i][j] 

29:  end for 
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30: end for 

31: RWA_EDA to solve the RWA problem 

32: end function 

 

6.3. Continuous EDA 

 

6.3.1. Introduction 

 

EDA is one of the main branches of the evolutionary algorithms (EA) with some 

advantages. Begin it a more complete algorithm. Continuous EDA are able to take 

advantage of correlation structure to drive the search more efficiently, and they are 

able to provide insights about the structure of the search space. Even if EDA is one of 

the best solutions we have today, there are some downsides of EDA. For instance, 

when the users need to troubleshoot complex and large scale problems, it loses some 

of the benefits of its advantages. 

Some studies show that the development of the continuous EDA is a good strategy to 

solve these problems. For this reason we will develop this algorithm to achieve better 

results in the networks of great dimension. 

 

6.3.2. Basic Concepts 

 

Estimation of distribution algorithms are population-based stochastic black-box 

optimisations methods that have been recognised as a major paradigm of Evolutionary 

Computation (EC). One of the main advantages of EDA is that it looks for possible 

solutions among those most optimal and forms a new group of candidates. 

However, EDA is not exempt of problems. For instance, when we search solutions in a 

network of large dimension, EDA algorithm does not work right and sometimes we 

cannot find the appropriate solutions. Authors such as Ata Kabán, Jakramate 

Bootkrajang, and Robert J. Durrant write in Towards Large Scale Continuous EDA: A 

Random Matrix Theory Perspective: “Indeed, attempts to use the full power of 

continuous EDA are scarce when the search space exceeds 50-100 dimensions”.[19]  
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Large scale continuous optimisation problems are a major concern when we try to 

develop the EDA algorithm, because it is a problem that is related to many real-life 

problems such as: computational vision, data mining, bio-computing, atmospheric 

Sciences and robotics. Many optimisation methods suffer from the issue of 

dimensionality and deteriorate quickly when dimension d > 100. 

We will try to solve this problem with the continuous development of EDA. It is 

important to note that currently in recent studies we can find that currently, the best 

methods to treat this problem are cooperative co-evolution, multi-level co-evolution, 

and hybrid methods that include local searches.  

In the following lines, we will explain the steps we must follow to create the CEDA 

algorithm. We will begin with a table where we will show all the parameters and 

notations of the algorithm. 

 

  Fitness function 

   Upper limit of the EDA search window 

   Lower limit of EDA search window 

   The population to each iteration 

   The set of best candidate solutions selected from each solution 

     The selection probability 

  The maximum number of iterations (algorithm generations) 

 

Table 3: Parameters and notations of algorithm 

 

We have an initial population that we will express in matrix form: 

        

  
    

 

   

  
       

    
  

 

Step 0: In our case, we will generate ten solutions and we will choose the five best 

solutions. 

Step 1: Find Mean of each column  
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Step 2: Find Standard Deviation of each column 

 

    
 

 
         

 

 

   

 

                              

                                      

                                  

 

Step 3: Calculate    and    

        

        

 

Step 4: Generate an initial population   . Each element of matrix       is obtained 

from the following formula: 

  
 
                     

           

            

The function rand returns a uniform random number between 0 and 1.   

Step 5: We will check if the new solution is feasible. Save the solution if it is valid.   

To clarify all these concepts we will show a numerical example, with five different 

solutions: 
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We're just going to make an example for the column marked with a blue box, the 

process it is repeated for the other columns. 

                                                               
 
        

                                              

In this case, as the rest is greater than 0.5 the value is    
 
  . But if the rest is below 

0.5, the integer value that we must choose is the lower integer value. In our case, this 

value would be 1. 

We must repeat this process for all positions of each column. In this way we will create 

a new solution. 
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6.3.3. Flowchart   

 

Here we present schematically the basic steps of the continuous EDA algorithm: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3.4. Pseudocode 

 

Require:              

1: for all              check is feasible 

2:  while traffic_check=true 

3:   generate arrya ar[i] 

YES 

Is feasible? 

 

Save the 
solution 

Pick five best solutions 

Start 

Generation of 10 valid solutions 

Calculation of the average each column 

Calculation of the deviation each column 

Calculation of WL and WH 

Calculation of PNsi 

NO 
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4:  sav_ten[i][j]= ar[i] 

5: end while 

6: for all i 

7:  cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j] 

8:  order solutions and save 5 best solution in new_sol[i][j] 

9: end for 

10: end for 

11: for all generations 

12: for 5 solutions 

13:  for each position i 

14:  calculate average[i] 

15:  calculate std_var[i] 

16:  calculate WL[i] 

17:  calculate WH[i] 

18: end for 

19: end for 

20: for 5 solutions 

21:  while traffic_check=true 

22:   for each i 

23:   pw[i][x]=WL[i]+(WH[i]-WL[i])*y 

24:   if rest==0 

25:    new_sol[i][j] 

26:   end if 

27:   else if rest>0,5 

28:    ceil pw[i][x] 

29:   end if 

30:   end for 

31:  check traffic with check_trf_satisfaction_multipath 

32:  end while 

33: end for 

34: for all solutions 

35:  for each position i 
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36: cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j] 

37: order solutions and save 5 best solution in new_sol[i][j] 

38:  end for 

40: end for 

41: RWA_EDA to solve the RWA problem 

42: end function 
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CHAPTER 5  

 

Results 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 

In previous chapters, we have defined the LTD and RWA problems and we have 

offered two different metahueristic algorithms to solve them, namely hybrid EDA and 

continuous EDA. In this chapter we will present the numerical results to assess which is 

the best method with two different network topologies. In other words, we want to 

find out which the optimal route with the lowest cost is. The information travelling 

through the network should avoid long routes, through few fibers and transceivers. 

The chapter starts introducing in detail the configuration of two different topologies 

that we use to make all the tests, the fully topology and the Pan European network. 

Then, we will explain the main details that we need to know before starting the 

program, for instance the different types of tests that we will make for each topology, 

the matrices that we will use...   

Finally, we will compare hybrid and continuous EDA for each topology and we will 

present the conclusions we have obtained. To conclude we decide which of the two 

algorithms seems more appropriate and meets the performance we have considered. 

 

5.2. Network configuration 

 

Before presenting the results, it is necessary to explain the different topologies that we 

will analyse, Full Mesh Topology and Pan European Topologies. Both will allow us to 

test the two different solving methods that we will implement. 

Mesh topology is a communication network with two or more paths to any node. This 

type of topology, the nodes don’t have to only receive and transmit only its own data. 

Theye serve as a relay for other nodes, in other words they have to collaborate to send 

information in the network.   

There are two types of mesh topology, on the one hand the Partial Mesh Topology that 

some nodes are connected the same way as the mesh topology but other nodes are 
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only connected to two or three nodes. On the other hand, the Full Mesh Topology 

each node is connected to each other and there are a direct links between each pair of 

nodes. Some advantages are the redundancy factor and cost, but the most important 

advantages of these types of topologies is that the network traffic can be redirected to 

other nodes if one of the nodes goes down. For this reason, the design of these 

topologies allows us to get maximum performance. In the following figure it is possible 

to see an example of Full Mesh Topology in which we will focus: 

 

 

Figure 38: Full Mesh Topology [26] 

 

In our case, we will have a network with 20 nodes and we will need a traffic matrix of 

20x20. 

Pan European was a network of 28 nodes in a major European cities connected by 41 

links in a mesh topology. It is important to know that some nodes were the European 

Internet Exchange Points. From this basic structure it has been able to increase its 

dimension, with the average node degree and the number of nodes in the network. In 

this topology each node can be connected to other nodes, but not a specific number, it 

depends on each node. The network that we will assess will be formed by 37 nodes, 

specifically by 37 European cities connected together. Therefore, we will need a traffic 

matrix of 37x37 dimensions.  
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In the following image, we can see this type of network: 

 

 

Figure 39: Pan-European Network [28] 

 

5.3. Algorithms checking 

 

To assess the optimum performance of the algorithms we will make some tests. These 

will serve us to ascertain which of the two algorithms is better and which the algorithm 

that finds the best routes is. 

For each type of topology, we will separate tests in two blocks, because as we have 

discussed during the thesis, we have two problems to solve. Therefore, in the first 

block, we will evaluate the LTD problem. In the second part we will focus on the RWA 

problem. 

Basically, we will make three tests, with which we can verify the behaviour of each 

algorithm. The first one is to find the number of transceivers or fiber for a given matrix 

and we will repeat this test for different numbers of generations. At this point it will be 

interesting to observe the number of elements of optimal routes for the matrices with 

less and more traffic. 

The second test that will be performed, also it is to calculate the number of fibers or 

transceiver, but taking into account other parameters. In this case we will fix the 

number of generations and we will test the topology for different traffic matrices. 

Finally, the third test consists in assess the time that the program needs to finish all the 

process. Given a certain number of generations, we will simulate the results for various 

traffic matrices. 
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5.4. Hybrid and continuous EDA comparison 

 

5.4.1. Full Mesh Topology (LTD) 

 

At this point we will focus on the results obtained with the full mesh topology and 

solving LTD problem. 

In following table, we show the number of transceivers using the optimal route to 

transmit information from a node of network to another. These values are represented 

in a linear graph, where all the points appear for a concrete number of generations of 

solutions. In other words for each generation we use the same matrix traffic. In each 

generation we will create 10 solutions and in each phase of the program we will select 

the best ten solutions. At the last generation we will pick the best solution of end 

generation. Therefore, the candidate that has the lowest number of transceivers, is the 

least expensive route.  

 

Number of 
generations 

Number of Trxs 
(Continuous EDA) 

Number of Trxs(Hybrid 
EDA) 

5 335 350 

10 332 349 

20 317 331 

50 312 323 

100 307 291 

 

Table 4: Number of transceivers with traffic matrix=2000Gbps 
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Figure 40: Graph of number of transceivers with matrix= 2000Gbps 

 

In the graph above we can see that continuous EDA algorithm is better than hybrid 

EDA for small generations. Also, it is important to notice that when we add 

generations, the number of transceivers decreases.  

Practically the difference between a numbers of transceivers of continuous and hybrid 

EDA diminishes with each generation. Finally, the hybrid EDA ends up being better.  

This happens because the hybrid EDA is combined with other optimization algorithms, 

as simple and fast local search techniques. These may locate the closest optimal 

solutions, reducing the problem of finding the best solutions. When we run the 

program more than 100 generation it is easy find the optimal candidate. 

However, in the continuous EDA the goal is to maximize the efficiency making fewer 

runs and with a larger population size or with more runs and small population size. 

In the following figure it is possible to see the difference between both algorithms. To 

obtain these results, we subtract the number of transceivers of continuous EDA minus 

the transceivers of the hybrid. Therefore, when the hybrid is better the difference is 

positive, as shown in figure. 
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Number of generations Difference between algorithms 

5 -15 

10 -17 

20 -14 

50 -11 

100 16 

 

Table 5: Difference between algorithms 

 

 

Figure 41: Difference between algorithms 

 

In following table and figure we have generated the number of transceiver for a 50 

number of generations. This process is repeated for matrix with five different 

capacities (500Gbps, 1000Gbps, 1500Gbps, 2000Gbps and 2500Gbps). 

 

Traffic 
Matrix(Gbps) 

Number of 
Trxs(Continuous EDA) 

Number of Trxs(Hybrid 
EDA) 

500 314 317 
1000 320 329 
1500 323 333 
2000 328 346 
2500 335 349 

Table 6: Number of transceivers with 50 generations 
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Figure 42: Graph of number of transceivers with 50 generations 

 

With the graph above we can draw some conclusions, for example that for a specific 

number of generations and with greater capacity matrices, the continuous EDA works 

better. In other words, we can find optimal routes with less number of transceivers. 

Also, the number of transceivers will increase when the capacity of the matrix is higher 

because we will need more routes to transport the information to another node.  

As we have mentioned, there are several methods to solve optimization problems, in 

one single generation with large population size or in many generations with a smaller 

population. Both methods can be effective, it depends on the situation and the 

problem that we want to solve. In continuous algorithm the goal is to pick the mopst 

efficient method for a concrete problem, such as minimize the time to achieve a 

solution of particular quality. In the following graph, we show the difference in terms 

of the number of transceivers between the two algorithms. We obtain these results 

subtracting the number of transceivers of hybrid EDA minus continuous EDA: 

Traffic Matrix 
Difference between 

algorithms 
500 3 

1000 9 
1500 10 
2000 18 
2500 14 

Table 7: Difference between algorithms 
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Figure 43: Difference between algorithms 

 

Accordingly, we can see that the difference between the numbers of transceivers for 

each traffic matrix is higher. In other words, when we have a matrix with more 

capacity, the behaviour of hybrid EDA is better. Even though, we can see that for the 

last matrix (capacity= 2500Gbps), decreases the difference between number of 

transceivers. This makes us think that with more capacity matrices, the difference 

between the two algorithms will decrease. 

 

5.4.2. Full Mesh Topology (RWA) 

 

Again, at this point we will focus on the results obtained with the full mesh topology 

but to solve RWA problem.  

As we did with the full mesh topology for LTD, we will calculate and represent the 

numbers of fibers of five different generations of solutions (5, 10, 20, 50, and 100). In 

the first test, we have a particular traffic matrix with capacity of 2000Gbps and then 

we will generate ten possible solutions. We will repeat this process for the generations 

that we have specified. 

As we can see in following graph and table, in comparison to the tests that we have 

made in LTD problem, in RWA we will obtain numbers of fibers: 
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Number of generations 
Number of Fibers 
(Continuous EDA) 

Number of 
Fibers(Hybrid EDA) 

5 172 173 
10 172 172 
20 171 171 
50 170 171 

100 166 163 

 

Table 8: Number of fibers with traffic matrix=2000Gbps 

 

 

Figure 44: Graph of number of fibers with matrix= 2000Gbps 

 

As we can see in the graph the behaviour of two algorithms are very similar in each 

case. Nevertheless, there is an important difference in the generations of 100 

mutations. In this case we notice that there is a 3 fibers difference, a considerable 

difference because in the rest of mutations, the oscillations of the solutions are 

minimum. Accordingly, for high generations, hybrid EDA works better in comparison to 

continuous EDA. A possible explanation of this phenomenon is that when we use 

hybrid EDA, we are combining two kinds of algorithms and we take advantages of best 

qualities of each algorithm. 

The following graph and table represents number of fibers with different traffic 

matrices and 50 numbers of generations. Furthermore, we will follow the same steps 

to generate the results, as we have done for LTD. 
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Traffic 
Matrix(Gbps) 

Number of Fibers 
(Continuous EDA) 

Number of Fibers (Hybrid 
EDA) 

500 177 175 

1000 179 177 

1500 180 179 

2000 189 196 

2500 199 198 

 

Table 9: Number of transceivers with 50 generations 

 

 

 

Figure 45: Graph of number of fibers with 50 generations 

 

With the generation of the results we can see that in this case, the two algorithms 

behave very similarly. It is even difficult to say which one is better. It is true that for the 

traffic matrix of 2000 Gbps there is a difference between both algorithms, but is not 

significant because in the rest of matrices the two algorithms work in a similar way. 

 

5.4.3. Pan European Topology (LTD) 

 

In the following lines we will explain the behaviour of continuous and hybrid EDA with 

Pan European topology of 37 nodes to solve the LTD problem. 
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As we have done and following the same steps of full mesh topology, we will calculate 

the number of transceivers for specific numbers of generations, such as 5, 10, 20, 50 

and 100 mutations. In the following table and figure we show the results: 

 

Number of 
generations 

Number of Trxs 
(Continuous EDA) 

Number of Trxs 
(Hybrid EDA) 

5 1243 1288 

10 1208 1272 

20 1180 1260 

50 1166 1250 

100 1166 1249 

 

Table 10: Number of transceivers with traffic matrix=2000Gbps 

 

 

Figure 46: Graph of number of transceivers with matrix= 2000Gbps 

 

With the results we can see that as happened with full mesh topology, when we 

execute the algorithm for high number of mutations, the number of transceivers 

decrease. We obtain the best solutions because we repeat the process a lot of times 

and we find a solution close to optimal solution. 

In above results we obtain that continuous EDA is better than hybrid EDA, because for 

in each generation the number of transceivers of continuous EDA decreases. 

Accordingly, the route is more optimal and cheaper.  
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The reason is that the goal of continuous EDA is to minimize the efficiency of a 

concrete problem. Principally, there are two strategies to solve the problem in an 

optimum way, with few generations and large population or many generations and 

small population. In our case, we have a large population, 37 nodes, and a variable 

numbers of generations.  The number of mutations is the item that changes our 

results, because for few generations, continuous EDA is clearly better than hybrid EDA, 

but for high number of generations the difference is smaller and decreases.   

All this concepts are represented in the following graph, where we show the difference 

of number of transceivers between both algorithms. 

 

Number of generations Difference between algorithms 

5 45 

10 64 

20 80 

50 84 

100 83 

 

Table 11: Difference between algorithms 

 

 

Figure 47: Difference between algorithms 
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In following table and figure we can obtain the number of transceivers for nine 

different matrix of traffic. We will follow the same steps that we have done for the full 

mesh topology: first we will generate 10 feasible solutions, second we will choose the 

five best solutions in terms of costs, and third we will repeat this process for each 

mutation, in particular for 50 generations.   

 

Traffic Matrix(Gbps) 
Number of Trxs(Continuous 

EDA) 
Number of Trxs(Hybrid EDA) 

300 1191 1256 

500 1192 1252 

1000 1208 1282 

1500 1213 1287 

2000 1220 1285 

2500 1221 1290 

3000 1224 1295 

3500 1234 1285 

4000 1245 1296 

 

Table 12: Number of transceivers with 50 generations 

 

 

Figure 48: Graph of number of transceivers with 50 generations 
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the maxim value of traffic and we divide this number by 300Gbps. Then, we create the 

new solution generating numbers between 0 and this number. Accordingly, if the 

capacity of matrix is higher, the value that we will create will be higher.     

As we can see with the results, the algorithm of continuous EDA is better than hybrid 

EDA, because in each matrix the number of transceivers is minor. In the previous 

results, we mentioned that for large population works better continuous EDA; we can 

confirm this aspect in the graph above. 

In following graph we will show the difference between both algorithms in terms of 

number of transceivers: 

 

Traffic Matrix(Gbps) Difference between algorithms 

300 65 

500 60 

1000 74 

1500 74 

2000 65 

2500 69 

3000 71 

3500 51 

4000 51 

 

Table 13: Difference between algorithms 

 

Figure 49: Difference between algorithms 
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5.4.4. Pan European Topology (RWA) 

 

In the following lines we will explain and represent the behaviour of continuous and 

hybrid EDA with Pan European topology to solve the RWA problem. First, we will 

present the result with a particular number of generations, in this case 5, 10, 20, 50 

and 100 generations with a traffic matrix with capacity of 2000Gbps of capacity. 

Second, we will show the table and graph that represent the number of fibers that we 

will obtain with different kind of traffic matrices and 50 generations. 

Accordingly, in the following results we will show the number of fibers related to 

different number of generations. 

 

Number of 
Generations 

Number of Fibers (Continuous 
EDA) 

Number of Fibers (Hybrid 
EDA) 

5 644 614 

10 634 611 

20 627 609 

50 628 605 

100 628 605 

Table 14: Number of fibers with traffic matrix=2000Gbps 

 

 

Figure 50: Graph of number of fibers with matrix= 2000Gbps 
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generations, therefore the number of fibers is fewer for a lot of mutations. This 

happens because when we repeat the program for a several number of generations, 

we can obtain a more optimal solution. 

It is important to notice that for a 50 and 100 generations, the number of fibers 

practically, doesn't change, is a constant value. This phenomenon happens for two 

algorithms; the meaning of the results could be that from 50 generations we can find 

the final optimal solution. 

In this case we can see that the hybrid algorithm is better than continuous EDA, 

because the number of fibers that we obtain is fewer. Therefore choosing the hybrid 

EDA to solve the RWA problem is a good option. 

In the following graph and table we will show the numbers of fibers that we will obtain 

with different matrices of traffic and 50 generations: 

 

Traffic Matrix (Gbps) 
Number of Fibers (Continuous 

EDA) 
Number of Fibers(Hybrid EDA) 

300 628 611 

500 636 625 

1000 644 626 

1500 647 626 

2000 649 627 

2500 672 628 

3000 676 629 

3500 682 631 

4000 689 631 

 

Table 15: Number of fibers with 50 generations 
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Figure 51: Graph of number of fibers with 50 generations 

 

In above graph we can see that when the capacity of traffic increases, the number of 

fibers increases. But it is important to notice that for the continuous EDA the increase 

is major than the hybrid. Thus, in this case, the functioning of continuous algorithm is 

worse, because we will obtain route large. 

 

5.4.5. Temporal results 

 

In this point we will explain the difference between computational time of the two 

algorithms. The computational time is the CPU process time for each execution, 

nevertheless it does not depend on the load of the system.  

In the following graph and table it is possible to see that the time the program needs 

to execute our code is related to the different traffic matrix. As we have used in the 

previous tests, we will calculate these times for traffic matrices of 500Gbps, 1000Gbps, 

1500Gbps, 2000Gbps and 2500Gbps. Also we will set the number of generations in this 

case we will do the calculation of the values with 100 mutations. 
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Traffic Matrix(Gbps) Time(Continuous EDA) Time(Hybrid EDA) 

500 113 110 

1000 120 115 

1500 128 135 

2000 145 173 

2500 195 307 

 

Table 16: Time of process of Full Mesh Topology 

 

 

Figure 52: Graph of time of process with 100 generations 

 

As we can see in the graph with matrices of less capacity of traffic, the computational 

time is very similar in both algorithms, in our case the difference is about 5 seconds. 

Nevertheless when we assess for matrices with more capacity the situation changes, 

the time that the hybrid EDA spends is higher than the continuous EDA, as we can see 

in the graph. Also, it is important to notice that the difference between the times of 

each algorithm is greater with high capacities of the matrices. This difference each 

time will be increase.  

The conclusions that we obtain through this graph and table, happen because with 

hybrid EDA we get more quality and efficiency solutions we need to spend more time. 

In other words, with hybrid algorithm we can generate solutions with fewer costs but 

with a higher time. If we pay attention with other graphs that we have shown this 

aspect is clearly true because hybrid EDA is better in comparison to continuous EDA 

when we calculate the number of transceivers or fibers.    
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It is also important to know that the computational time depends on complexity of the 

process, specifically the complexity of the probabilistic model.  As hybrid EDA is a mix 

of two different algorithms, the process needs to calculate two probabilistic models. 

Accordingly, hybrid EDA requires more time to execute the code. 

As we have done above, in the following results we will represent the computational 

time in a Pan European Topology. For each kind of traffic matrix and 100 generations, 

we will calculate the time spend to execute the program. 

 

Traffic Matrix(Gbps) Time (Continuous EDA) Time (Hybrid EDA) 

500 1726 1729 

1000 1783 1872 

1500 1837 1997 

2000 1964 2253 

2500 2187 2437 

  

Table 17: Time of process of Pan European Topology 

 

 

Figure 53: Graph of time of process with 100 generations 
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fibers/ transceivers and more time. For this reason, in graph we obtain practically two 

straight rising lines. 

As happened with full mesh topology, the continuous EDA algorithm is better than 

hybrid EDA. But in this case, the difference is more obvious, only the behaviour 

between these two algorithms is similar with a matrix of 500Gbps, for the following 

traffic matrices the difference increases. This occurs due to the mix of two different 

probabilistic models in the hybrid algorithm, as we mentioned in the Full Mesh 

Topology. This phenomenon causes more computational time for this algorithm, and 

worse efficiency in terms of time than continuous EDA. 
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Chapter 6: Concluding remarks 

 

6.1.  Conclusions  

 

This final project has three main goals: first, creating two different algorithms, 

continuous and hybrid EDA to design optimal networks, therefore the optimal routes 

in terms of cost are found. Secondly, solving the LTD and RWA problem and obtain 

feasible solutions. Third, comparing the algorithms and discussing which algorithm 

works better. All the goals are proved with different types of topologies and traffic 

matrix: Full Mesh Topology and Pan European Topology. 

From the result, the continuous EDA algorithm has been proved as a fast and efficient 

way to obtain near-optimal solution to find the best routes. But it is important to 

know, that for a big number of generations sometimes the hybrid EDA algorithm is 

better. 

Although, with the hybrid algorithm two different algorithms are mixed in one 

algorithm, this does not mean that the algorithm works better. We could think that if 

we mix two different algorithms, we can find a best solution because we will take 

better qualities of each of them and we will create a new algorithm better than the 

other two. With our result we have demonstrated that this is false, because in general 

for the simulation with the continuous EDA we obtain less number of fibers and 

transceivers and less process time, which means that solutions with lower cost and 

more optimal. 

We can see that the number of transceivers and fibers increases between a network 

with 20 nodes and 37 nodes. In general, this situation is normal because when the 

network is larger, we need longer routes. But in our result we have showed that there 

is an important difference between both networks. We have assessed the result of 

transceivers and fibers in terms of percentage and we have seen that the difference 

between the topologies is around 27%. 

Also it is interesting to compare the difference between the two networks when we 

talk of process time, the time execution of the program. In this case the difference is 

evident, the network with 37 nodes compared to the 20 nodes of network, needs 

more time to execute the program. This is because the possible solutions, the array, 
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are larger; in particular we have to find a solution with 1369 positions of array, thus 

the route of pair of nodes. Furthermore the traffic matrix is 37 by 37 dimension nodes, 

thus when we search the maximum value of traffic to create the new solutions; we 

have to asses in a big matrix.  

Furthermore we have solved the LTD and RWA problems, because for each simulation 

of code we have obtained feasible solutions. 

Accordingly, we conclude that in the majority of cases, in the network optimization, 

the continuous EDA is a good option, but we can use the hybrid EDA when we execute 

the program for many generations. 

To conclude with this section, and in my personal view, it is worth to highlight some of 

the major contributions that this work has provided me. First, the opportunity of doing 

this thesis in another university and in another country, it has been allowed me to 

work in a different environment of work with people of other countries. Politecnico di 

Torino is a university of reference in infrastructures of optical networks. I could consult 

materials and documents from the university to learn more about the subject, 

especially in concepts of Flexible Grid. Moreover, I have learned new concepts such as 

deal the LTD and RWA problems, programming, the concept of methauristics and 

flexigrid optical networks. 

 

6.4. Future work 

 

Since the work is based on the theoretical implementation of the two different 

algorithms, there are many open issues to extend this work and many test to assess 

networks operation. 

The comparison between continuous and hybrid EDA should be extended to other 

types of networks, topologies with more nodes, and with different algorithms. Also, it 

is important to assess the different types of network in terms of consumption of 

energy; therefore the routes that will need less energy to transmit the information 

between the nodes will be more efficient. 

We should improve the program of hybrid algorithm, because we can get optimal 

solutions for very large networks. We could take this quality, to use this type of 

algorithm in this concrete scenario instead of the continuous algorithm. Furthermore, 
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we should improve the algorithm, because we need a process that spent less time of 

execution to improve the efficiency. 

As this is a theoretical work, once we obtain the result and we discussed what the best 

option to design optimal networks is. We have to use these results in practice and 

analyse if our results are coherent, it is important to check if the implementation can 

be adapted to reality and our prediction of work of the algorithms are correct. 
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Appendix: hybrid EDA code implementation 

PGRAPH algorithm_EDA (PGRAPH g,float valormax, ITEM_HEAP * pr_queue,int 

sol,int bsol,int pos,int mut,int waves){ 

for(x=0;x<sol;x++){ 

 while (traffic_check == FALSE) // generator of random numbers 

 {  

  make_empty_graph (g); 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   ar[i]=-1; 

   ar[i] = rand() % (xf+1);  

   col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

   row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

   if(col==row){ar[i]=0;  

   } 

   else if(ar[i] > 0){ 

    trx = ar[i]; 

    while(trx>0) 

    { 

     p_link=add_link(g,row,col,1000.0); 

     trx--; 

    } 

   }  

  }  

  traffic_check = check_trf_satisfaction_multipath (g, MP, starter, 

pr_queue, 300.0); 

 } 

 traffic_check= FALSE; 

 j++; 

 ord[j]=j; 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

  sav_ten[i][j]=ar[i]; //save 10 solutions 

  cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j]; 

 } 

 result[j]=cost; 

 if(j!=0){ 

  for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

   if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

    aux=result[i]; 

    result[i]= result[i-1]; 

    result[i-1]= aux; 

    aux_ord=ord[i]; 

    ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

    ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 cost=0;  

} 

for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

  new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten[i][ord[j]]; 

 } 

} 

for(t=0;t<mut;t++){ 

 for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ //choose the 5 best solutions 

  cinc_sol_res[j]=result[j]; 

  cinc_sol_ord[j]=ord[j]; 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   cinc_sol_ar[i][j]=new_sol[i][j]; 

   prova[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j]; 

   sav[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j];  // PERO LA NECESSITARE AQUI 

ENS LES 5 SOLUCIONS PRIMERES    

  } 

  valido=FALSE; 

  while(valido==FALSE){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 
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    prova[i][j]=-1; 

    prova2[i][j]=-1; 

   } 

    for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    prova[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j]; 

   } 

   while( h==TRUE){ 

    printf("\n"); 

    rand_pos=0; 

    rand_pos= rand() %n; 

    for(k=0;k<=pos;k++){ //cheeck the position 

     u[k]=(num_nodes_graph(g)+1)*k; 

     if(rand_pos!=u[k]){ 

      h = FALSE; 

     } 

     else{ 

      h=TRUE; 

      break; 

     } 

    }  

   } 

   while (h==FALSE){ 

    array[j]= prova[rand_pos][j]; 

    y=uniform (0, 1,&seed); 

    if(y>0.5){ // if prob>0.5 add 1 

     prova[rand_pos][j]=array[j]+1; 

     for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

      prova2[i][j]=prova[i][j]; 

     }  

     a=j; 

     new_graph(g,5,prova2,j); 

     h=TRUE; 

     traffic_check2=1; 

    } 

    else {  //if prob<0.5 subtrat 1 

     if(prova[rand_pos][j]!=0){ 

      prova[rand_pos][j]=array[j]-1; 

      for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

       prova2[i][j]=prova[i][j]; 

      } 

      a=j; 

      new_graph(g,5,prova2,j); 

      traffic_check2=1; 

     }       

     else{ 

      for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

       prova2[i][j]=prova[i][j]; 

      } 

      traffic_check2=0;  

     } 

    h=TRUE;  

    } 

   } 

   if(traffic_check2==1){ 

   traffic_check2 = check_trf_satisfaction_multipath (g, MP, 

starter, pr_queue, 300.0); 

    while(traffic_check2==1){ 

     valido=TRUE; 

     traffic_check2=0; 

     for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

      sav_ten_new[i][j]=prova2[i][j]; 

     } 

            

    } 

    traffic_check2=1;  

   }    

  } 

 } 
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 for(j=bsol;j<sol;j++){ 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   sav_ten_new[i][j]=sav[i][j-bsol]; 

  }  

 } 

for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

 ord[j]=j; 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

  cost=cost+sav_ten_new[i][j]; 

 } 

 result[j]=cost; 

 if( j==0){   

 } 

 else{ 

  for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

   if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

    aux=result[i]; 

    result[i]= result[i-1]; 

    result[i-1]= aux; 

    aux_ord=ord[i]; 

    ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

    ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 cost=0; 

 for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

  printf("\n"); 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten_new[i][ord[j]]; 

   //printf("%d",new_sol[i][j]); 

  } 

  if(t==mut-1){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    cost2=cost2+new_sol[i][j]; 

   } 

   printf("\n%d\n",cost2); 

   cost2=0; 

  } 

 } 

} 

RWA_EDA(g, bsol, end_sol,valormax,pr_queue,sol,mut,waves);  

} 

 

PGRAPH RWA_EDA (PGRAPH g,int bsol, int end_sol[n][1],float valormax, ITEM_HEAP 

* pr_queue,int sol,int mut,int waves){ 

for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

 col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

 row=0; 

} 

j=-1; 

make_empty_graph (g); 

for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

 col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

 row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

 if(col==row){ 

  initial_array[i]=0;  

 } 

 else{ 

  initial_array[i]=1; 

  add_link_rwa(g,row,col,80.0); 

 } 

} 

traffic_check = check_lightpath_satisfaction_multipath (g, starter_routing, 

MP, pr_queue, 80, end_sol); 

traffic_check=FALSE; 
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for(x=0;x<sol;x++){ 

 while (traffic_check == FALSE) // generator of random numbers 

 {  

  make_empty_graph (g); 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   y=uniform (0, 1,&seed); 

   col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

   row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

   if(col==row){ 

    ar[i]=0; 

   } 

   else if(initial_array[i]!=0){ 

    if(y<0.5){ 

     ar[i]=1; 

    } 

    else{ 

     ar[i]=0;      

    } 

   }  

  } 

  new_graph2(g,bsol,ar);  

  traffic_check = check_lightpath_satisfaction_multipath (g, 

starter_routing, MP, pr_queue, 80,end_sol); 

 } 

 traffic_check= FALSE; 

 j++; 

 ord[j]=j; 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

  sav_ten[i][j]=ar[i]; //save 10 solutions 

  cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j]; 

 } 

 result[j]=cost; 

 if( j==0){   

 } 

 else{ 

  for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

   if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

    aux=result[i]; 

    result[i]= result[i-1]; 

    result[i-1]= aux; 

    aux_ord=ord[i]; 

    ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

    ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 cost=0; 

} 

for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

 printf("\n"); 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

  new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten[i][ord[j]]; 

 }   

} 

for(t=0;t<mut;t++){ 

 for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ //choose the 5 best solutions 

  cinc_sol_res[j]=result[j]; 

  cinc_sol_ord[j]=ord[j]; 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   cinc_sol_ar[i][j]=new_sol[i][j]; 

   prova[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j]; 

   sav[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j];      

   printf("%d",cinc_sol_ar[i][j]); 

  } 

 } 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

  sum1[i]=0; 

  sum[i]=0; 
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  for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ 

   result2[j]=0; 

   result2[j]=prova[i][j]+result2[j]; 

   sum[i]=sum[i]+result2[j];  

  } 

  average[i]=sum[i]/bsol; 

 } 

 for(x=0;x<bsol;x++){ 

  printf("\n"); 

  valido=FALSE; 

  while(valido==FALSE){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    y=uniform (0, 1,&seed); 

    col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

    row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

    if(col==row){ 

     prova2[i][x]=0; 

    } 

    else if(initial_array[i]!=0){ 

     if(average[i]<y){ 

      prova2[i][x]=1; 

     } 

     else{ 

      prova2[i][x]=0; 

     } 

    }  

   } 

   a=x; 

   new_graph_3(g,5,prova2,x); 

   traffic_check2 = check_lightpath_satisfaction_multipath (g, 

starter_routing, MP, pr_queue, 80,end_sol);    

   while(traffic_check2==1){ 

    valido=TRUE; 

    traffic_check2=0; 

    for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

     sav_ten_new[i][x]=prova2[i][x]; 

    }        

   }  

  } 

 } 

 for(j=5;j<10;j++){ 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   sav_ten_new[i][j]=sav[i][j-bsol];    

  } 

 } 

 for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

  ord[j]=j; 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   cost=cost+sav_ten_new[i][j]; 

  } 

  result[j]=cost; 

  if( j==0){   

  } 

  else{ 

   for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

    if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

     aux=result[i]; 

     result[i]= result[i-1]; 

     result[i-1]= aux; 

     aux_ord=ord[i]; 

     ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

     ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  cost=0; 

 } 

 for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 
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  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten_new[i][ord[j]]; 

  } 

  if(t==mut-1){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    cost2=cost2+new_sol[i][j]; 

   } 

   printf("\n%d\n",cost2); 

   cost2=0; 

  } 

 } 

 }  

 t2=time(NULL); 

 printf("tiempo t2:%lf",t2); 

 total=t2-t1; 

 printf("el timepo es:%lf",total); 

} 

 

 

 

PGRAPH new_graph_3(PGRAPH g,int bsol, int prova2[n][bsol],int a){ 

 int i,col,row,n,j; 

 int trx; 

 BOOL entra=0; 

 PLINK p_link; 

 n=num_nodes_graph(g)*num_nodes_graph(g); 

 

 make_empty_graph (g); 

 //printf("\n"); 

 while(entra==0){ 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   //printf("%d",prova2[i][a]);  

   col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

   row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

   if(col==row){ 

    prova2[i][a]=0;  

   } 

   else if(prova2[i][a] > 0){ 

    trx = prova2[i][a]; 

    while(trx>0) 

    { 

     p_link=add_link_rwa(g,row,col,80.0); 

     trx--; 

    } 

   }  

 

  } 

  entra=1; 

 }  

} 
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Appendix: Continuous EDA code implementation 

PGRAPH algorithm_EDA (PGRAPH g,float valormax, ITEM_HEAP * pr_queue,int 

sol,int bsol,int mut,int waves){ 

printf("tiempo t1:%lf",t1); 

for(x=0;x<sol;x++){ 

 while (traffic_check == FALSE) // generator of random numbers 

 {  

  make_empty_graph (g); 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   ar[i]=0; 

   ar[i] = rand() % (xf+1); 

   col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

   row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

   if(col==row){ 

    ar[i]=0;  

   } 

   else if(ar[i] > 0){ 

    trx = ar[i]; 

    while(trx>0) 

   { 

   p_link=add_link(g,row,col,300.0); 

   trx--; 

  } 

 }  

}  

   traffic_check = check_trf_satisfaction_multipath (g, MP, 

starter, pr_queue, 300.0); 

  traffic_check= FALSE; 

  j++; 

  ord[j]=j; 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   sav_ten[i][j]=ar[i]; //save 10 solutions 

   cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j]; 

  } 

  result[j]=cost; 

  if( j==0){   

  } 

  else{ 

   for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

    if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

     aux=result[i]; 

     result[i]= result[i-1]; 

     result[i-1]= aux; 

     aux_ord=ord[i]; 

     ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

     ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  cost=0; 

 } 

 for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

  printf("\n"); 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten[i][ord[j]]; 

  }   

 }  

 for(t=0;t<mut;t++){ 

  for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ 

   cinc_sol_res[j]=result[j]; 

   cinc_sol_ord[j]=ord[j]; 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    cinc_sol_ar[i][j]=new_sol[i][j]; 

    prova[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j]; 

    sav[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j];   

   } 
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  } 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   variance[i]=0; 

   average[i]=0; 

   sum1[i]=0; 

   sum[i]=0; 

   for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ 

    result2[j]=0; 

    result2[j]=prova[i][j]+result2[j]; 

    sum[i]=sum[i]+result2[j];  

   } 

   average[i]=sum[i]/bsol; 

   for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ 

    sum1[i]=sum1[i]+pow((prova[i][j]-average[i]),2); 

   } 

   variance[i]=sum1[i]/4; 

   std_var[i]=sqrt(variance[i]); 

   WL[i]=average[i]-std_var[i]; 

   WH[i]=average[i]+std_var[i]; 

  } 

  for(x=0;x<bsol;x++){ 

   valido=FALSE; 

   while(valido==FALSE){ 

    for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

     y=uniform (0, 1,&seed); 

     pw[i][x]=WL[i]+(WH[i]-WL[i])*y;  

     pw2[i][x]=WL[i]+(WH[i]-WL[i])*y;  

     if(pw[i][x]<0){ 

      pw[i][x]=pw[i][x]*(-1); 

      pw2[i][x]=pw2[i][x]*(-1); 

     } 

     pw_entero=(int)pw[i][x]; 

     resto= pw2[i][x]-pw_entero; 

     if(resto==0.0){ 

      new2_entero[i][x]=(int)pw2[i][x]; 

      prova2[i][x]=new2_entero[i][x]; 

     } 

     else if (resto>0.5){ 

      new2[i][x]=ceil(pw2[i][x]); 

      new2_entero[i][x]=(int)new2[i][x]; 

      prova2[i][x]=new2_entero[i][x]; 

     } 

 

     else{ 

      new2[i][x]=floor(pw2[i][x]); 

      new2_entero[i][x]=(int)new2[i][x]; 

      prova2[i][x]=new2_entero[i][x]; 

     } 

    } 

    a=x; 

    new_graph(g,5,prova2,x); 

    traffic_check2 =check_trf_satisfaction_multipath (g, 

MP, starter, pr_queue, 300.0); 

    while(traffic_check2==1){ 

     valido=TRUE; 

     traffic_check2=0; 

     for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

      sav_ten_new[i][x]=prova2[i][x]; 

     }        

    }  

   } 

  } 

  for(j=5;j<10;j++){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    sav_ten_new[i][j]=sav[i][j-bsol]; 

   } 

  } 

  for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 
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   ord[j]=j; 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    cost=cost+sav_ten_new[i][j]; 

   } 

   result[j]=cost; 

   if( j==0){   

   } 

   else{ 

    for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

     if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

      aux=result[i]; 

      result[i]= result[i-1]; 

      result[i-1]= aux; 

      aux_ord=ord[i]; 

      ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

      ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

     } 

    } 

   } 

   cost=0; 

  } 

  printf("\n"); // print the solutions in order 

  for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

   printf("\n"); 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten_new[i][ord[j]]; 

    //printf("%d",new_sol[i][j]); 

   } 

   if(t==mut-1){ 

    for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

     cost2=cost2+new_sol[i][j]; 

    } 

    printf("\n%d\n",cost2); 

    cost2=0; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   j=0; 

   end_sol[i][j]=new_sol[i][j]; 

  }  

 RWA_EDA(g, bsol, end_sol,valormax,pr_queue,sol,mut,waves); 

} 

 

PGRAPH RWA_EDA (PGRAPH g,int bsol, int end_sol[n][1],float valormax, ITEM_HEAP 

* pr_queue,int sol,int mut,int waves){ 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

   row=0; 

 

  } 

 j=-1; 

 make_empty_graph (g); 

 for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

  col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

  row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

  if(col==row){ 

   initial_array[i]=0;  

  } 

  else{ 

   initial_array[i]=1; 

   add_link_rwa(g,row,col,80.0); 

  } 

 } 

 traffic_check = check_lightpath_satisfaction_multipath (g, 

starter_routing, MP, pr_queue, 80,end_sol); 

 traffic_check=FALSE; 

 for(x=0;x<sol;x++){ 
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  while (traffic_check == FALSE) // generator of random numbers 

  {  

   make_empty_graph (g); 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    y=uniform (0, 1,&seed); 

    col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

    row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

    if(col==row){ 

     ar[i]=0; 

    } 

    else if(initial_array[i]!=0){ 

     if(y<0.5){ 

      ar[i]=1; 

     } 

     else{ 

      ar[i]=0; 

     } 

    }  

   } 

   new_graph2(g,bsol,ar);  

   traffic_check = check_lightpath_satisfaction_multipath (g, 

starter_routing, MP, pr_queue, 80,end_sol); 

  } 

  traffic_check= FALSE; 

  j++; 

  ord[j]=j; 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   sav_ten[i][j]=ar[i]; //save 10 solutions 

   cost=cost+sav_ten[i][j]; 

  } 

  result[j]=cost; 

  if( j==0){   

  } 

  else{ 

   for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

    if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

     aux=result[i]; 

     result[i]= result[i-1]; 

     result[i-1]= aux; 

     aux_ord=ord[i]; 

     ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

     ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  cost=0; 

 } 

 for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

  printf("\n"); 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten[i][ord[j]]; 

  }   

 }  

 for(t=0;t<mut;t++){ 

  for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ 

   cinc_sol_res[j]=result[j]; 

   cinc_sol_ord[j]=ord[j]; 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    cinc_sol_ar[i][j]=new_sol[i][j]; 

    prova[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j]; 

    sav[i][j]=cinc_sol_ar[i][j]; 

   } 

  } 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   sum1[i]=0; 

   sum[i]=0; 

   for(j=0;j<bsol;j++){ 

    result2[j]=0; 
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    result2[j]=prova[i][j]+result2[j]; 

    sum[i]=sum[i]+result2[j];  

   } 

   average[i]=sum[i]/bsol; 

  } 

  for(x=0;x<bsol;x++){ 

   printf("\n"); 

   valido=FALSE; 

   while(valido==FALSE){ 

    for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

     y=uniform (0, 1,&seed); 

     col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

     row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

     if(col==row){ 

      prova2[i][x]=0;} 

     else if(initial_array[i]!=0){ 

      if(average[i]<y){ 

       prova2[i][x]=1; 

      } 

      else{ 

       prova2[i][x]=0; 

      } 

     }  

    } 

    a=x; 

    new_graph_3(g,5,prova2,x); 

    traffic_check2 = 

check_lightpath_satisfaction_multipath (g, starter_routing, MP, pr_queue, 

80,end_sol);    

    while(traffic_check2==1){ 

     valido=TRUE; 

     traffic_check2=0; 

     for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

      sav_ten_new[i][x]=prova2[i][x]; 

     }        

    }  

   } 

  } 

  for(j=5;j<10;j++){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    sav_ten_new[i][j]=sav[i][j-bsol];   

   } 

  } 

  for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   } 

  } 

  for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

   ord[j]=j; 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    cost=cost+sav_ten_new[i][j]; 

   } 

   result[j]=cost; 

   if( j==0){   

   } 

   else{ 

    for(i=j;i>0;i--){ //order numbers 

     if(result[i]<result[i-1]){ 

      aux=result[i]; 

      result[i]= result[i-1]; 

      result[i-1]= aux; 

      aux_ord=ord[i]; 

      ord[i]=ord[i-1]; 

      ord[i-1]= aux_ord; 

     } 

    } 

   } 

   cost=0; 
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  } 

  for(j=0;j<sol;j++){ 

   for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

    new_sol[i][j]=sav_ten_new[i][ord[j]]; 

   } 

   if(t==mut-1){ 

    for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

     cost2=cost2+new_sol[i][j]; 

    } 

    printf("\n%d\n",cost2); 

    cost2=0; 

   } 

  } 

 }  

 t2=time(NULL); 

 printf("tiempo t2:%lf",t2); 

 total=t2-t1; 

 printf("el timepo es:%lf",total); 

} 

 

PGRAPH new_graph_3(PGRAPH g,int bsol, int prova2[n][bsol],int a){ 

 int i,col,row,n,j; 

 int trx; 

 BOOL entra=0; 

 PLINK p_link; 

 n=num_nodes_graph(g)*num_nodes_graph(g); 

 

 make_empty_graph (g); 

 //printf("\n"); 

 while(entra==0){ 

  for(i=0;i<n;i++){ 

   //printf("%d",prova2[i][a]);  

   col=i%num_nodes_graph(g); 

   row=i/num_nodes_graph(g); 

   if(col==row){ 

    prova2[i][a]=0;  

   } 

   else if(prova2[i][a] > 0){ 

    trx = prova2[i][a]; 

    while(trx>0) 

    { 

     p_link=add_link_rwa(g,row,col,80.0); 

     trx--; 

    } 

   }  

 

  } 

  entra=1; 

 }  

} 
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Acronyms 

 

EDA Estimation of distribution algorithm 

RWA Routing wavelength assignment 

WDM Wavelength-Division Multiplexing 

OPS Optical pachet switching 

OBS Optical burst switching 

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency- Division 

Multiplexing  

ISI Inter-symbol interference 

MCM Multicarrier modulation 

CP Cyclic prefix 

GI Guard interval 

ICI Inter-carrier interference 

TS Training symbol 

O-OFDM Optical OFDM 

SMF Single-mode fiber 

MMF Multimode fiber 

POF Plastic optical fiber 

OFDM-PON OFDM-Passive optical network 

OWC Optical wirless communication system 

SLICE Spectrum-slice elastic optical path 

network 

FDWM Flexible optical WDM 

TDM Time division multiplexing 

OXC Optical Cross Connects 

OS Optical Spectrum 

FG-ON Flexi-Grid optical network 

CF Central frequency 

BV-WSS Bandwidth-Variable wavelength Selective 

Switches 
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RSA Routing and Spectrum Allocation 

WR Wavelength routing 

WXC Wavelength Cross-Connects 

IP Internet Protocol 

SONET Synchronous Optical Network 

SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode 

SRLG Shared risk link group 

MF Max Fill strategy 

SPPF First Fit strategy 

GRASP Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search 

Procedure 

VNS Variable Neighborhood Search 

GA Genetic Algorithm 

PF Participation Function 

CEDA Continuous Estimation of distribution 

algorithm 

EC Evolutionary Computation 
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